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STAYIN' ALIVE

RIBBON CUTTING

Student Success Center
opened Friday as five
services combined

Men's basketball heats up in final run
with.consecutive conference -SEESPORTS,B1
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Runoffs
begin for
president

Protesters steal the
show ·w ith 500
coming out against
the rally Saturday

SGA election heats up as
candidates prepare platforms
!'---------"-· -~,---

MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

As S<;;A presidential election runoffs
, begin today, candidates
from both tickets
involved are placing
their focus on the key
platfonns of their campercent of the votes in the first paigns.
Presidential candiSGA presidential election went to
date
Mark White,
the White/Stout ticket.
whose t:icl<et won 46.6
percent of the vote in
the first election, is
stressing the importance of voter educapercent of the votes in the first tion. "For this week.
SGA presidential election went to we're just trying to
educate as many peothe Eggnatz/Alles ticket.
ple on our platform a5'
possible," White said.
White explained that there has been a lot of slander
circulating, and he hope's students can see past it and
vote on the issues.
1 "There are two tickets with strong leadership and
good people runnfug on good ideas," White said. He
summarized his plan by stating that he hopes to .
"bring out the issues rather than T-shirts."
The main focus of the White/Stout campaign is
giving students greater resources in order to be
heard and have a say concerning campus matters.
The Eggnatz/Alles campaign, which won 32.3
percent of the vote, also has a plan of action for the

From the polls

ABEABORAYA
Contributing Writer

46.6
32.3
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WHITE ON A2

Informal poll ranks
parking as the No. 1
student concern
BRANDON BIELICH
Contributing Writer

Parking, the war in
Iraq and the welfare of
their own families are
the chief concerns of
percent of
UCF students, accordstudents
ing to an informal poll
polled said
conducted Thursday
parking was a
big local issue
bY journalism students.
Forty-nine percent
percent said
ofstudents said parking
that the war
i:emains the biggest
in Iraq was
issue on campus, while
the top
39 percent said the war
national issue
in Iraq is the top national and international
percent said
issue that concerns
thatthier
them most
families
Luis Bares, a 19mattered
year-old psychology
most to them
major, said parking
problems prevent students from participating in university activities.
''I'm sure there are major issues happening with

By the numbers

·49
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Ayouth, above, stood by and
watched as members of the
National Socialist Movement
marched down Parramore Avenue
in protest of what they called
'black crime: Members of the neo·
Nazi organization, right, carried
flags and goose-stepped down the
street as Orlando police officers in
full riot gear made sure that
protesters did not start any fights
with the hate group. More than
500 protesters attended the rally,
including several different UCF

39
37
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org~nizations.

STUDENTS ON A2

PHOTOS BY MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

roups of UCF students joined
protesters Saturday against a.·
rally held by the National Social-.
ist Movement, a neo-Nazi ·group now
based in Orlando, despite warnings
from city officials to avoid the rally.
"There were a lot of people saying we
should stay home and ignore [the
NSM]," said Eric Eingold, a 20-year-old
political science major and recent candidate for vice-president of the SGA. "We
decided to come out and show solidarity and show that we don't· stand for this
happening in our community."
The Progressive Council at UCF and
Campus Peace Action gailiered students
in front of Millican Hall before commuting to the rally. Campus Peace Action
organized a car pool for UCF students
wanting to go to the rally. At least 50 students took advantage of this, according
to Mychel Estevez, chairperson for CPA.
Some groups protested in a .different
way. The Hispanic American Sfudent
Association urged its members not to
attend.
'We didn't want any students to get
arrested or hurt," HASA president Jennifer Padilla said. "It wasn't so much
ignoring them as it was making a conscious decision not to fuel the fire."
The NSM march began in front of the
Orlando Police Station headquarters,
wrapped around to Parramore Avenue,
and ended at George C. Young U.S.
Courthouse and Federal Building. Bill .
White, spokesperson for the NSM, said
the goal of the march was not to incite
,
violence.
"We always hope these demonstrations are peaceful," he said.
'We are demonstrating against black
criminality, and we want the blacl<s to
knqw that if they don't behave in a civilized manner, we're going to go into
their neighborhoods and demonstrate
against .them," White said. The group
11ad fewer than 30 members marching,
while protesters numbered near 500.
The NSM has chapters in Tampa,
Sarasota and now in Orlando.. The
· Orlando chapter is a recent branch-off
from the Tampa chapter, according to
White. The NSM has been an organization since 1974 and is "expan4ing to get
into electoral campaigns," White said.
Black community leaders and city
officials were concerned that the situation could have turned ugly. The NSM
sparked a riot in Toledo, Ohio, in October 2005 that resulted in over 100
arrests. "Operation Be Cool" was enacted to prevent similar violence in Orlando.
Police kept NSM members on one
side of the street and protesters on the
opposite side. They used a barrier of
PLEASESEE
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Music program tries to hit high note
UCF hopes to be the first all-Steinway school in Florida to attract more students
NAOMI RINGER
Staff Writer

NAOMI RINGER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Molecular/microbiology and music major Miriam VanderMey plays Les Entretiens de la Belle .
et de la Bete on a Steinway & Sons piano in a practice room in Colburn Hall.
1,

~

· Sarah Tellier would rather-practice on a
Steinway piano than to practice on any
other piano. That's why she waits to practice until later at night, when Colburn Hall
is quiet except for the saxoph9ne wail coming from another practice room down the
hall. It's a normal night for her. Tellier, a
piano performance major, sits down at the
Steinway baby-grand piano and begins to
warm up with scales.
In an effort to raise standards and
recruit more snidents, the music department is looking to become the first all-

'

-'-------~------------

Steinway school in Florida: If successful, the
move would bring the music department
prestige and help distinguish it fro~ other
music schools around the U.S., said Johnny
Pherigo, chairman of the music department.
Fifty-four universities and music conservatories around the world have reached allSteinway status, according to Steinway &
Sons. Among them, The Juilliard School is
perhaps the roost well known in the U.S.
"Our goal is to improve the quality,"
Pherigo said. 'We want to provide students
with the best piano."
"It's the dream of every school to have
the best proposed instrument," said Laurent
Boukobza, chairman of piano studies. .

Steinway pianos are known for their~
durability and excellent sound. And in most
music circles, Steinways are considered the
best all-around.
Currently, the department owns about :
nine Steinways, ,Pherigo said, and leases the
other pianos, which include Baldwin and ·
Yamaha pianos. Two Steinway baby-grand pianos, each in its own practice room, are
the most coveted by students.
"It's hard to practice on something that
doesn't give the sound you want," Tellier
said of the other pianos available.
The cost of quality isn't cheap, either.
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Senate seats open up in SGA
The UCF Student Government
Association
has
announced the open Senate
seats for this semester. The
seats include Arts and Sciences seat six, Education seat
five, Health and Public Affairs
seat six and Regional Campus
· seats one and two.
For more information, stop
by the SGA office, Room 214
in the Student Union. Or call
407-823-3291.

Activist speaks about Darfur
Chuck D., who co-hosts On
The Real on Ajr America
Radio, will speak from 8 p.m.
until 10 p.m. today at the
Memory M~ as part of Project Darfur.
All this week, the Memory
Mall will be set ·up to resemble a makeshift refugee camp.
Students will live outside in
tents, providing information
to fellow students and community members regarding
the situation in the Darfur
region of Sudan, Africa.
More info can be found at
www.projectdarfur.com or
contact
bjmcgerk@gmail.com

Learn to stop procrastinating
The Student Academic
Resource Center is offering an
academic success workshop
today from 3 p.m to 4 p.m. in
the Student Union Room
218A
The workshop is aimed at
helping students learn the
value of getting things done
on time. Freshmen earn LINK
points for attending.
For more information, call
SARC at 407-823-5130.

Coffee and conversation
The International Services
Center will hold an informal
coffee hour from 4 p.m. until
Sp.m. ·Tuesday in the Barbara
Ymg Center.
For more information, call
Paul Schatz at 407-823-5491.

Know your rights with NORML
NORML@UCF will be
holding an informative workshop about students' rights in
police encounters at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student
Union.
.
There will be a screening
of the film Busted: The Citi-

zen's Guide to Surviving Police
Encounters as well as an information session with criminal
defense lawyer Roger Scott.
For more information, call
Chris
Shon at 904-434-2279.
,

Skirt sale for women's rights
Kappa Kappa Gamma will
be hosting a skirt sale outside
the Student Union from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday to
benefit Don't Skirt the Issue
and Harbor House, programs
that help raise awareness
about sexual violence and
dpmestic abuse.
For more information call
Jeena Welselean at 321-5364891.

BUSINESS BEAT

Library stocks beer, not books
Students swinging by Knight Library will find games, alcohol and nightly specials
CRYSTAL SCOTT
Staff Writer

Knight Library, located ~t
12289 University Blvd, is no ordinary hbrary.
There are no books, globes or
librarians on staff: mainly because
it is a sports bar, grill and nightclub. Upon entry of the Library,
you are not greeted with silence,
but lively entertainment. There
are black booths lining the walls,
and tables scattered scarcely
·throughout the open dance floor.
The dance floor is wooden and
provides ample space for those
who want to dance off the pressures of a knight's life.
Televisions are above the
tables andin the bai: The bar seats

specials. On Monday nights, there
is free beer until 2 a.m. On Tues-

day nights, it is two-for-one Tuesday, where patrons g_et two drinks
for the price of one. On Wednesday nights, it is designated Wmo
Wednesdays, when there is free
wine for women until midnight
Thursday is Ladies N'Ight, which
entitles them to $1 wells until midnight On Friday nights, there are
$2 Jagers/$3 bombs until midnight and $1 drafts. On Saturdays,
there are $2 Corona/$2 Tequila/$2 Captain and $3 loaded Coronas all night. On Sunday nights,
there is a $1 admission fee for
those who are 21 years old and up.
There is a dress code for anyone wanting to enter the library.
There are no bandannas, do-rags,

STACY TAYLOR
Contributing Writer

The Learning Institute for
Elders was started at UCF in 1991
and has been thriving on the
campus ever since. LIFE is a private, nonprofit organization for
retired seniors. It provides a curriculum of continued learning
for its weekly meetings and is.
sponsored by the UCF College
of Sciences.
"I want our organization to be
. a model of life-long learning for
students," said Ray Jones, president ofLIFI::.
LIFE currently has about 400.
members, most of thein retired
professionals or business peo-

The grants and scholarships
ple, and meets every Tuesday at
the Pegasus Ballroom in the Stu- are divided into two categories:
general grants and competitive
dent Union.
"I think it is amazing how the grants. The summary of grant
LIFE organization is getting sen- money given out by LIFE during
ior citizens involved in the com- 2005 school year totaled
munity ~d at our university," $30,000, $18,500 of which was
said Jordan Cook, UCF senior for the general grants. Recipiand recent LIFE scholarship ents included such UCF departrecipient, in an e-mail.
ments and orgarii.zations as the
LIFE's membership fees are Library, Athletic Department
. $90 per year and most of it goes and the LEAD Scholars p~o
toward the scholarships and gram.
The competitive grants,
grants given out to various campus departments and organiza- which are also available to any
UCF department and organiza-:
tions.
'We turn over almost all of . tion, totaled $11,500 last year.
the memberships fees back to They were given to the Burnett
the university," said Richard Honors College, Liberal Studies,
the Art Department and many
Tucker1 a LIFE liaison.

more .UCF departments aI1d
organizations.
The most rece:11t grant
money was given to four student
assistants from the UCF Police
Department. The department
was given $1,000 and was asked
to choose the four recipients.
"We appreciate their help
and support for the students,"
UCF .Police Sergeant Troy
Williamson said
The students were awarded
$250 in grant money at an
awards ceremony on January
31st, 2006.
"I'm really grateful for the
money," schola'rship recipient
PLEASE SEE
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White/Stout declared only in minor violation
FROM

Al

runoff election. "Now that the
election has been narrowed
down to two tickets, Craig and I
have met with both Matt
DeVlieger and Richard Skandera, to incorporate many of
their key initiatives into one unit-

ed front," presidential candidate
Josh Eggnatz said. Eggnatz and
his running mate, Craig Alles,
have adopted the promise of the
DeVlieger/Eingold campaign to
cut the presidential and vice
presidential salaries to Florida
Living Wage.
''This ticket pledges to reduce

our salaries to the Florida Living .
Wage," Eggnatz said. "It is our
hope that this pay cut will set a
precedent for future administrations, paving the way for more
funding for clubs and classes."
DeVlieger was pleased to see
his ideas weren't entirely dead
after his ticket :finished third in

last week's initial elections.
"People were ifispired by our
platform. Josh and Craig have
decided to take on some of our
issues," DeVlieger said
Numerous . representatives
from SGA, candidates running
PLEASE SEE
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Students say the war in Iraq, family among main concerµs
FROM

A1

SGA and stuff like that," he said
"But how will students know
about those issues if we can't
even get to campus because of
the lack of sufficient parking?"
While the informal poll is not
scientific, it does gauge the interests and intensity of feelings
among a segment of the university's student population Fifty-one
students were surveyed, which
represents about .001 percent of
UCFs student body of45,090.
Students also voiced their
concerns about the war in Iraq.
'We are at war for no reason,"

said Max Rosenberg, a i\J-yearold sophomore majoring in
microbiology. ''I'd move to Canada if there was a draft."
Ryan Hoffman, 19, a sophomore film major, worries that the
United States has over-committed it:selL
'With all of the soldiers in
Iraq, who will protect [our] country?" he asked
Terrorism at home and
abroad and rising oil prices were
next on the list of concerns of
most students, 20 percent and 16
percent respectively. The high
cost of tli.ition and the crisis in
Darfur each .registered as top

concerns with 8 percent of the
students.
Rachel King, an 18-yeai,--old
freshman nursing major, said skyrocketing tuition costs prevent
many from attending college.
"Everyone's like 'you've got to
go to college,' but they make
everything so expensive, no one
can afford it!" she said
Maria Sori, an 18-year-old.
freshman studying international
relations, said Darfur, the region
of the Sudan where thousands
have .died in past three years,
should be a wakeup call to the
world
"It's the first genocide in the .

millennia, and the UN. won't recognize it," she said

Other issues barely registered
among the students, including
SGA elections, a new UCF football stadium. politics, abortion,
the environment and the economy. Only 1percent of the students
polled said any of these were
their top concern.
What students do overwhelmingly care about, other
than parking, is their families.
About 37 percent said their family is what matters ~ost to them.
''They made me who I am!" 20year-old junior Michelle Applebaum said ofher family.

LOCAL WEATHER ,
TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
SUNNY

.High: 65° Low: 45°

Today: Sunny and cool throughou.t
the afternoon.
Tonight: Clear and ~old through the
evening, but warmer the next morning.

~Tuesday

High:76°
Low:49°

~Wednesday

High:.77°
Low:53°

·~MOSTLY SU~NV

.

~MOSTLYSUNNV
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WASIIlN<;ITON - A United Arab Emirates-based company on Sunday offered to submit to a broader U.S. review of
the security risks from its deal
to take over major operations at
six American ports.
Seeking to avert a showdown between President Bush
and Congress, DP World also
. promised to create ~ American subsidiary that would function independently of executives in Dubai.
During the Bush administration's 45-day investigation, DP
World said a London-based
executive who is a British citizen would have authority over
the company's operations at
ports in New York,·New Jersey,
Baltimore, New Orleans,
Miami and Philadelphia.
The company said its proposals would remain in effect
· until May 1.or the conclusion of
the review, whichever comes
first
A leading senator said DP
World sent the offer to the
White House and members of
Congress on Sunday.
Sen John Warner, chairman
of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, praised the company for its "excellent record" on
port security and international
operations. Supporters of the
deal have said the UAE is an
important U.S. military ally in
the Middle East and in the fight
against terrorism.
A chief critic of the deal,
Rep. Peter King, said the proposal appears to offer the more
intensive investigation that
many lawmakers had sought.
King, chairman of the House
Homeland Security Committee, said he believed the offer
should be enough to put off an
immediate vote in Congress
that might have blocked the
ports deal

Attempted Philippines coup ends
peacefully; some fear martial law
MANILA, Philippines - A
potential threat to President
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo's
leadership ended peacefully
Sunday night .after disgruntled
marine officers called off a fivehour standoff that started when
their commander was relieved
of his duties.
The standoff at marine
headquarters showed that
efforts to oust Arroyo remained
alive two days after she
imposed a state of emergency,
saying a coup plan had been
foiled but "treasonous" elements remained Arroyo's critics fear the security clampdown is a step toward martial
law.

Earlier on Sunday, the head
ofthe marines, Maj. Gen. Renato Miranda, was removed from
his post. The marines have
been widely rumored to have
been among military units
involved in the coup plot
After the announcement of
Miranda's removal, Marine
Col Ariel Qµerubin said he was
going to join his commander at
~eir headquarte~ in suburban
Manila. He urged people to
defy a ban on rallies and tum
out en masse to protect officers
of the elite unit implicated in
the foiled plot.
·
But the standoff ended
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UAE port company agrees to U.S.
review of takeover operations
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headbands, backward baseball
caps, jerseys, muscle shirts,
sleeveless shirts, underwear
showing, holes, tears, inappropriate patches or words allowed If
patrons are out of dress code they
will not be allowed to entei:
Patrons of Knight Library
must be 18 years or older, and
there is a cover charge of usually
$5 but no more than $10 per person.
The library is open until about
2 a.m., and it is definitely a hbrary
that keeps your attention .
For more information on
Knight Library, a Web site that
features pictures of the lively
· atmosphere, weekly specials and
events can be accessed at
www.lmighthbrary.com

Retirees keep learning, inspire students

LET US KNOW
.
.

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club;
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead- .
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

quite a few people, and it is
equipped with premium liquors
and beet: While enjoying a drink
from the bar, patrons have the
option to play an electronic puzzle, cards, quiz and strategy games
and mega sports. If you want to
play games, there are also four
pool tables, electronic dart
boai;tls, Dragon Punch and a digital jukebox.
Every day at noon, Knight
Library opens to serve food until
9 p~ The menu includes grill
items such as burgers, Philly subs,
seafood sandwiches, chicken tenders, quesadillas, shrimp and
many mpre tasty treats. After 9
p.m., food is no longer served, and
a live DJ plays music.
Each night, there are different
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NOW IN STOCK
OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK .
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS

:~
PER MONTH+
MONTHLY JAX
FOR 39 MONTHS
* 39 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 03/09/06

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,·Keyless
.Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

'New Jetta rated as a "Best
.Pick" in Side Im pa.cf Test.

PER MONtH +
Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
MONTHLY TAX
....,......FOR 39 MONTHS. P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!
* 39 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&l. See
dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 03/09/06

UPTO

$5,000 OFF
·Sound System One, All Power

~ 4Yr/50,000 .Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv

• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain »warrantv

2006 NEW

GOLF GL

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

. P/W, P/~ nit, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote &Much More
.~.·~·-·~·

LEASE FOR

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTHS

$249

LEASE FOR

Turbo Diesel
Available

$299

* 39 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR. 48 MONTH~

Go

'

Tooless!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first . ·
payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 03/ 09/06

payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 03/09/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv ·
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

White powder found at UT dorm
not thought to be deadly ricin
AUSTIN, Texas - The
FBI said Saturday it was conducting further tests to verify
if a powdery substance found
in a University of Texas at
Austin dormitory was the
potentially deadly poison
ricin.
A screening test conducted Friday by the Texas
Department of State Health
Services came back positive
for ricin or a substance very
close to it, department
spokesman Doug McBride
said. The state lab doesn't
have the capability to positively confirm or refute those
findings, he said.
Authorities now doubt the
substance is riCin since no
students have shown symp·
toms.
The Moore·Hill dormito·
ry's roughly 400 residents
were evacuated Friday night
while hazardous materials
crews cleaned and sanitized
the dorm room and laundry
room where the substance
was found. School officials
said no students have shown
symptoms of exposure such
as dizziness or respirafory
problems,
Kelly Heinbaugh, a 19·
year-old freshman, said the
powder spilled onto her
hands as she unwrapped a roll
of quarters to do her laundry
on Thursday.
Deadly and easy to pro·
duce, ricin is extracted from
castor beans. It can be added
to food or water, injected or
-sprayed as an aerosol. A small
amount of ricin that is
inhaled, injected or ingested ·
can kill a person within 36
hours.

UNC student still in the hospital
after a fall that killed another
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - A
University of North Carolina
student remained in fair condition Saturday, a day after
surviving a fall from a dorm
window that killed a friend
School officials said the
two were apparently ''horsing
around" - racing each other
down the dorm's long hallway
when they crashed
through a window shortly
after midnight Friday and fell
four stories to a concrete
ramp.

Tyler Joseph Ely Downey,
a 19-year-old freshman from
. Asheville, improved from
critical to fair condition Friday and remained in fair condition Saturday' at UNC Hospitals. Hospital officials
· declined to give details of his
injuries at the request of his
faptlly.
Keith Shawn Smith, a 20year-old sophomore from
Greensboro and a resident
assistant ·a t the dorm, died Friday.

Muhammad cartoons cause
controversy in California school
IRVINE, Calif. - The cartoons of the Prophet Muhanimad that . sparked mass
demonstrations across the
Middle East and Europe are
causing unrest on a smaller
scale in California after a student group announced plans
to "unveil" the drawings at a
panel on Islamic extremism
The panel, which will take
place Tuesday at the University of California, Irvine, has
prompted angry reaction
from several Muslim ,groups,
including the school's Muslim
Student Union. Another
group, the Council on Ameri, can-Islamic Relations, was
invited to participate in the
panel but is boycotting it, said
Sabiha Kahn, spokeswoman
forCAIR
"To have a negative portrayal of the Prophet Muhammad is a slap in the face and
we have an obligation to
defend our prophet against
slurs on his reputation," said
Marya Bangee, a sophomore
at UC Irvirie and a member of
the Muslim Student Union.
"They're trying to draw a link
between Islam and terrorism
and that's what we've been
trying all along to stop."
Organizers insist the panel
is. aimed at promoting dialogue about the cartoons,
which have gone largely
unpublished in the American
media for fear of offending
Muslims.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Areveler from the Mystics ofTlme tosses beads to the crowd during the Mardi Gras parade
along Church Street on Saturday, Feb. 25, 2006, In downtown Mobile, Ala.
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peacefully after only a few
thousand supporters heeded
his call. Riot police tried to
intervene twice to disperse the
demonstrators. But they resisted and police backed off each
time, apparently on orders not
to worsen the situation with
violence.

Mardi Gras draws revelers to New
O~eans, hopes for tourism·boom

His half-century caree~
included more than 25 films
and seven TV series, most
. notably playing the bug-eyed
deputy who carried in his shirt
pocket the one bullet he was
allowed after shooting himself
in the foot
The show ran from 1960-68,
and was in the top 10 of the
Nielsen ratings each season,
including a No. 1 ranking its
fmal year. It is one ofonly three
series in TV history to bow out

The

atthetop:Theotbers~ILove

last big weekend of the annual
Carnival season drew healthy

Lucy and Seinfeld. The 249

NEW ORLEANS -

episodes have appeared fre·
crowds to two Mardi Gras quently in reruns and spawned
parades on Saturday, but a a large, active network of fan
threat of evening showers clubs.
Knotts, whose shy, soft-spopushed one of the city's biggest
and glitziest processions back ken manner was unlike his
high-strung characters, once
a day.
Alfred Washington, SO, a . said he was most proud of the
New Orleans native and a Fife character and didn't mihd
bassist in a local band, said the being remembered that way.
parades were good for the citY
He also play~d the wouldravaged by Hurricane Katrina. be swinger landlord Ralph Fur·
"We have hurricanes. down ley on Three's Company, and
here all the time. Mardi Gras is was an original cast member of
going to go on. It's part of our · The Steve Allen Show, the com·
culture. It is us," Washington edy-variety show that ran from
said as the Krewe of Iris head· 1956-61.
·
ed down St. Charles Avenue,
Knotts' G-rated films were
with the Krewe of Tucks family fun, not box-office
blockbusters. In most, he ends
behind them
The
celebrity-studded up the hero and gets the girl Krewe of Endymion's parade a girl who can see through his
with elaborate floats through nervousness to the heart of
the Uptown area, ~hich was gold .
relatively unscathed by Katrina's floods, was put off until Boy falls off of Cypress Gardens
Sunday because ofthe threat of roller coaster, in serious condition
evening thunderstorms.
WINTER HAVEN -A boy
This is the last big weekend was hospitalizeP, Saturday after
of the annual Carnival season, falling off a wooden roller
culminating on Mardi Gras, or coaster at the Cypress Gardens
Fat Tuesday, with parades and theme park, officials said
street parties in and around the
The boy fell from a height of
city. Before Katrina, dozens of about 15 feet from the Tuple
parades were held for nearly Hurricane roller coaster
two weeks leading up to Mardi around 6 'p.m., park spokesGras. This year's parade sched- woman Lynn Wright said.
ule has been abbreviated and
How he fell from the ride
'the routes consolidated.
was not immediately clear.
· Still, tourism officials and
'M indications are there
merchants hope this year's was no malfuncti~n with the
event will gin up ari economy ride," Wright said in a statereeling since Katrina hit on ment "The restraint in the seat
Aug. 29, flooding 80 percent of the boy was in was still down
the city and dispersing more and locked when the ride came
than two-thirds of the popula- to a stop."
tion.
Wright saj.d the boy, who
was between 12 and 15 years
Beloved AndyGriffith Show actor old, was airlifted to St. Joseph's
Pon Knotts dies at 81
Children's Hospital in Tampa
LOS ANGELES - Don with multiple injuries.
Knotts, who won TV immorHospital·officials said the
~ty and five Emmys for playboy was in serious condition
ing the bumbling Deputy Bar- late Saturday. The boy's name
ney Fife on The Andy Griffith was not immediately released.
Show with self-deprecating
Ed Proper Jr. of Scotia, NY.,
humor, was remembered by · said he was watching the roller
his friend · and co-star as· a coaster come around a turn
comedic genius who wrote when he saw the boy fall to a
some of the show's best scenes. grassy area beneath the ride.
Knotts, 81, died Friday of
"This kid just w~nt right out
pulmonary and respiratory and tumbled, it was like he was
complications at the Universi- being twisted in mid-air:' Propty of California, Los Angeles er sai4
Medical Center, said Sherwin
Bash, his friend and manager.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

WEEK IN HEALTH
JENNA GOUGH

your clothes?
Staff Writer
Strip Cardio videos may be
calling your name.
Finding a quality workout,
Spring break is creeping
just around the comer, and though, may not be as easy as
between midterms and it looks.
The following DVDs were
papers, a new concern will be
taking the foreground for mil- · in Fitness Magazine's January
lions of students across the 2006 edition in an article
about the top 10 fitness DVDs
nation: bathing suits.
With two weeks to go, of2005:
• 10 Minute Solution - i<i.ck· there is still time to tone up
boxing Bootcamp - Aersome of that winter waistline
obics and Toning
hangover, and people don't
• Jari Love: Get Ripped even have to leave their living
Toning
rooms.
• Kari .Anderson: REACH!
Exercise DVDs enable a
-Toning
person not only to work out in
•More Than Mat Pilates ...:....
the comfort and privacy of
Toning
.
their own home but also to
' • Cathe Friedrich's Hard. choose the kind of workout
core Series: Kick Max they like best.
Aerobics and Toning
Not a fan of high intensity
• Giselle Fitness ABCDs for
kicks and punches? .A Pilates
Total Body Fitness - Aeror yoga video may be more
obics and Toning
your speed.
• Brazilian Dance Workout
Looking for a workout that
-Aerobics
will challenge students a5 well
•Rodney Yee: Yoga Bum · as teach them a thing or two
Stretch, Yoga
about the fine art of removing
\' .

Offer valid through March 31 , 2006. Visit leasing office or website for details.
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LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
·or your money back**

GMAT

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT*

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition~ * It's that simple.
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GRE: Classes Starting 3/4/06, 3/8/06, and 4/6/06
MCAT: Classes Starting 3/22/06, 4/13/06, and 5/2/06
DAT I OAT: Classes Starting 3/21/06 and 6/3/06
PCAT: Classes Startina 5/6/06

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

•Test names are regfste<ed t.radamarks or their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled In Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
1
course materials within 90 days.

1-800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
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LIFE gives back to the university, students
FROM A2
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•
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STACY TAYLOR I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Ll~E o.rganization meets with the UCF music departmentfaculty on Tuesday. LIFE is a
orgamzat1on made up of elderly members of the community who continue to learn at UCF.

"We look at what they've
done for LIFE and are selected
based on need," said John Pellosi, LIFE scholarships and
awards chairperson.
LIFE's official partnership
with the university was initiated
nearly two years ago when it
signed an agr~ment with UCF
president, John Hitt
'We have a very strong partnership with the university,"
Tucker said "Members benefit
greatly by having access to the
vast intellectual facilities on the
UCF campus."

and UCF junior Scott George
said
"UCF has opened up its
doors to this group, and, in
return, they are generous
enough to give back to the 'campus and not just to. one department or organization, but many;'
said Ale~ Searfoss, a scholarship recipient and UCF junior.
All UCF departments and
organizations are taken into
consideration during the competitive grant selection process.

The·LIFE organization stems
from the ElderHostel Institute,
and it is currently the largest
group of senior citizens who
meets on a regular basis in the
state of Florida
"With LIFE, I have learned so
much about what the university
has to offer," said Doug Garner,
the vice president of LIFE.
The members of LIFE are
considered UCF's "elder student body;' and their curriculum
irtcludes a vast variety of subjects. For each meeting, they
have speakers and presenters

Do you need healthcare advice?
Do you want health education?
Do you know when to see a medical provider?

come in from UCE faculty,
members of the community and
occasional LIFE members.
· "It's the future of education;' ·
said LIFE member and former
president, Edward Haddad
LIFE discusses subjects ranging from women's studies to .
biomedical imaging and offers a
discussion group for any members seeking to further their
involvement.
·~ we age, it's important to
remember that we need to keep
our minds alive," LIFE member
Margaret Pierce said.
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Protest groups rallied against neo-Nazis
FROM

Al

officers in full riot gear, mount-· ·
ed and bicycle officer& and
slow-moving police cruisers to
keep the protesters back Once
at the courthouse; protesters
were kept behind poliGe barriers.
Some people used airhorns
to disrupt the NSM, while others used drums and chanting.
The NSM speakers delivering
speeches at the courthouse
were inaudible because of the
protesters and a lack of any
sound system. Seventeen
arrests were made, including
one for battery on a police officer.
· Protesters with Code Pink, a
. national women's peace organization, carried a blow-up doll in
addition to traditional banners.
The doll was dressed in
bondage leather and had a sign
that read "Hate is Bondage."
· Cris Field, a member of
Code Pink, said that "it's really
rude to go to someone else's
house and say 'I don't like you."'
Elgin Grigley, a resident of
the Parramore community,
believes that the police presence was necessary to preserve
peace.
"To walk right down the
·black neighborhood without
police
presence...
That
.would've never happened," he
said;
Tony Redding, a volunteer
for state Sen. Gary Siplin, Dorlando, believes that the heavy
'police presence was to protect
the NSM from the crowd. He
was also angered at the amount
of officers used -to do this.
''.Actually I wasn't too upset
until now, looking around at
these few would-be baby
Hitlers and all the money and

MATT POLITT I CENIBAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An armored policewoman worked Saturday's rally. The Orlando Police Department separated
the demonstrators and protesters.

resources being spent to protect these guys," Redding s~d.
"These are our homeland terrorists right here."
Members of NSM threatened to sue the city prior to the
rally because of restrictions the
Orlando Police · Department
required of members. Restrictions included NSM members
showing ID and going through
metal detectors before the
march. The restrictions were
lifted and the suit was dropped

soon after.
"I respect their right to their
view," Joshua Eggnatz, a 22year-old legal studies major and
candidate for SGA president,
said. "But I don't respect their
views at an:·
Eggnatz said that "[the
police] did their job, but at
times they were a little forceful
with people. No physical force,
but a little demeaning, but they
had to... keep the peace."
Eggnatz thinks the big story

is the amount of response to
NSM's rally.
"It was a really good experi- ·
ence for UCF students to get
our names out there and sQ.ow
that we want to be a part of this
community," he said. "I think
UCF students should be doing
this more often."
Other protesters disagreed
with the way the OPD handled
· the rally.
'
' "[The police] ran my ID and
asked to see my tattoos," said
Jerry Tobin, a welder from
Daytona. "I'm a shady-looking
character, but no. moreso .than
anyone else around here."
Eingold didn't like the way
the OPD controlled the crowd.
"Granted, I know they have
to protect every citizen
involved, but nobody was
allowed to stay there," Eingold
said. "We were always being
pushed back I didn't like that at
all. They could have handled it
better."
·
Jody and Scott of 0-Rock ·
105.9 asked their listeners to
come to the rany weanng last
year's Halloween costumes.
However, police were turning
away people wearing anything
covering their faces.
Bryan Pfeffer, '!. cafeteria
worker at UCF's Rosen campus, came to the rally dressed
as a Star Trek character. He said
the reason he dressed up was
"for fun. to lighten up the Nazi
people. Not to get in trouble,
not tO act crazy." Pfeffer, who
described himself as an avid 0- ·
Rock 105.9 fan, could not find
anyone else in costume.
·
Matthew DeVlieger, a
recent candidate for SGA president, felt like a hero for attend~
ing.
"We beat the Nazis. We feel
like your grandfather," he said.

~·

You are eligible if you have 30 or more hours in either science or mathematics content, are completing ,or have a bachelor's degree, and have
background or related work experience in science or mathematics.
• Earn a master's degree from UT in 13 months.
• SeNe the community ·by apprenticing in middle and high school
classrooms.
• Receive afirst-year teacher salary while apprenticing.
• Become eligible for tuition reimbursement and Student loan forgiveness.

• Start in summer 2006.
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Graduate Studies
(813) 258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@utedu
Web site: grad.utedu
The University of Tampa, Graduate Studies
401 W Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone: (813) 258-7409 •E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
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White filed violation against Eggnatz oh Friday
A2

White/Stout campaign, was
present at Pounders on that
for office and concerned stu- night and said that both tickets
dents piled into the SGA confer- had people campaigning.
ence room Friday for.a meeting
Senate records show that
that eventually led to White White, who was President Tem- ·
receiving a minor violation pore of the SGA Senate at the
against campaign statutes.
time, voted in favor oflegislation
"Based on the evidence pre- passed last year aimed at pre- .
sented to us and testimonies venting campaigning at local
from both sides, the Elections bars.
Commission decided to charge '
However, elections commisMark White and Jared Stout sioners we1.1e divided about the
with a minor violation," said issue as it was found that the
Leah Walker, chief elections . statutes the candidates had been
commissioner.
instructed to download had not
The EC discussed three accu- been updated to include the legsations Friday, all claiming that islation that was passed last year.
the White/Stout campaign had
The EC quickly ruled that
violated elections statutes.
because only 300 students,
White was accused of being about 2 percent of last week's
personally active in establishing total vote, were at Pounders the
a voting station at the local bar evening in question, White's
Pounders dtp:ing elections. actions did not effect the results
Pounders employees and of the election and .therefore did
patrons said they witnessed rep- not constitµte a major violation.
resentatives from both tickets
Brett Childress, the recently
operating laptops as voting sta- appointed attorney general, had
tions. However, charges were advised that the EC must vote
filed only against White and based on the statutes provided to
Stout
the candidates. The EC voted to
Dan Fox, a volunteer with the use the most current available
FROM

•

ing. The claim alleges that the
legislation
DeVlieger and others present Eggnatz/Alles campaign had
pleaded with the EC to postpone created its Web site up to a .
the runoff until the matter could month prior to declaring candibe investigated further. The EC dacy. Current statutes state that
voted soon after to convict the candidate Web sites be
White/Stout campaign of a · approved by the EC but do not
minor violation Currently, there specify a time frame.
are no penalties for a minor vioWhite said that, although the
lation, although a candidate who Web site was not advertised duracquires three minor violations ing the period in question, stuwill be disqualified from the dents using search engines to
election.
research Eggnatz or· Alles may
When asked if he regretted have located the Web site and
his Monday evening trip to decided to support them.
Pounders, White responded
"I think that it can definitely
with a firm "No." White said that effect the outcome of the race,"
he did not believe his behavior to White said.
Eggnatz said that he believes
be unethical because the voting
station was established near the llli;·ticket will be cleared of any
entrance of Pounders and was infractions.
removed before 2 a.m., when
The Eggnatz/Alles campaign
intoxicated patrons may be leav- also had to report the vandalism
of its tent outside the Student
ing the establislunent
"We should not have been Union Sunday morning to the
found guilty," White said. 'We've UCF Police Department.
Alles said the act was visibly
been running such a clean and
such a by-the-book campaign." · intentional and has "basically
The White/Stout campaign put our tent completely out of
filed a last-minute violation commission"
against the Eggnatz/Alles camThe presidential runoff ends
paign shortly after Friday's meet- Wednesday.
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Five student services combine to
form riew Student Success Center·
•
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. JEN LARINO
Contributing Writer

The Student Success Center
held · its Inauguration Open
House on Friday, February 24
in the Student Academic
Resource Center lab. A celebration of the fusion of five student services and advising
offices, the event included
games, prizes, refreshments, a
LINK scavenger hunt and even
the SSC's very own birthday
cake.
"For the first time the five
units of student services are
coming together under the
. umbrella name of the Student
Success Center," said Sandra
Macaulay, the UCF Pegasus
Success Program coordinator
and organizer of the event.
·
JEN LARINO I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The five units include the John Schell, Delaine Priest, Maribeth Ehasz, and Mark Allen Poisel cut the ribbon to officially
Student Academic Resource open the Student Success Center.
Center, Multicultural Academfree, and help is offered for
ic and Support Services, First· _success," said Priest.
· While the event commemo- most courses, especially those
Year Advising and Exploration,
the University Testing Center, rated the n:ew face of student in which general grade results ·
and Transfer and Transition academic services, it more have .shown students do poorServices.
importantly celebrated its most ly.
The festivities b.e gan early important resource: students.
"[The SSC] helped me to
in the day with an inauguration
"Our job is to serve stu- organize and realize what I
ceremony featuring prominent dents," said Macaulay with a need to do," said Andrelee
speakers including John Schell, smile.
Rodney, a UCF freshman.
vice provost and dean of
Aside from free food and Encircled by her friends, all
undergraduate studies, along refreshments, the featured joking and laughing, Rodney
with numerous student testi- LINK scavenger hunt helped represents one of the many
monials addressing the role of · the participating students UCF students who have found
the new SSC services within become familiar with the lay- a sense of community, along
their academic lives.
out of the SSC and its offices. with academic aid, within the
Delaine Priest, the SSC Poster boards decorated the SSC.
assistant vice president, led a SA.RC lab describing those
"Every time I come in here I
tree
dedication
outside various forms of academic see somebody I know," said
Howard Phillips Hall. The tree, assistance along with course Tiffany Washington, a UCF
planted by the SSC, represents guidance available at the SSC.
freshman.
every student that has and will
"This celebration means the
Although the event marked
be touched and supported by start of growth for the center," the inauguration of the SSC,
said Shannon Weekley, a UCF there is one point that each
the SSC's various services.
The ceremony concluded senior and SI leader, leading SSC staff member and UCF
with a symbolic ribbon cutting, study groups focused on student understood that day:
opening the doors of the SSC to coursespecificstudyskillsand they are a community, a comclass material. "[Today] stu- munity determined to grow
the university.
"The SSC is committed to dents get to learn more about each day and provide the supproviding UCF students pro- what we offer because many port needed to create a healthy'
grams and services that pro- don't even know we're here."
and beneficial environment for
mote tools necessary for life- ·
The SSC emphasizes the all its members in and out of
long learning, growth and fact that academic assistance is the academic world.

Latin author reflects on life·
Judith OrtiZ speaks
.
on expenences as a
writer, educator
MARV KNOWLES
Staff Writer

~
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Author and professor Judith
Ortiz Cofer will. speak on
Thursday about her experience · as a Latina-American
writer. Her lecture, "Call Me
Maria: On Becoming An
American Writer," will take
place at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of the Communication
Building (COM 101).
Cofer is the Franklin Professor of English and Creative
Writing at the University of
Georgia She has won numerous awards for her fiction,
nonfiction, poetry and plays,
including a fellowship from
the National Endowment for
the Arts. Her lecture's title
comes from her young adult
novel, Call Me Maria, about a
Puerto Rican girl's new life in a
New York City barrio.
Cofer, who was born in
Puerto Rico and immigrated to
New Jersey as a child with her
family, will read selections of

her poetry and prose in
·response to UCF's Common
Theme, "The New America:
Mirroring the Present and
Mapping the Future."
Cofer will address culture,
gender and writing and comment on how her cultural
background has influenced her
development as a writer.
"I feel grateful that, even
though it was very difficult
learning a new language and
adjusting to a new culture, that
gave me material for my work,"
Cofer said in a phone interview.
''All artists draw from their
backgrounds and what they
know about being a human
being in order to create art that
is universal."
She will read from her new
collection of poetry, A Love
Story Beginning in Spanish:
Poems, ·a nd from several other
works. The lecture will end
with a question-and-answer
session.
"What I was working
toward is a history of how I
came to be who I am in this
country," Cofer said. of the
poems in A Love Story.
"By 'love story,' I mean the
story of my parents, the story

of my birth in Puerto Rico, the .
story of my marriage to an
American man and the story of
the birth of my daughter."
Cofer has written about the
struggles and successes of
Latino immigrants and the
intersection of language and
literature, among other topics.
"She's the most important
Puerto Rican writer today,"
said
Cecilia
Rodriguez
Milanes, professor of English,
who uses Cofer's work in her
classes. Milanes said students
will find Cofer's speaking style
lively and engaging. ,
Cofer will appear at a reception at 6 p.m. After the lecture,
she will sign copies · of her
books, which will be for sale.
The event is sponsored by
the English department; the
Latin American, Caribbean
and Latino Studies Program;
the Burnett Honors College;
Undergraduate Studies; the
Office of Diversity Initiatives; ·
the Hispanic American Student Association; the Humanities Initiative and Women's
Studies.
For more information about
the lecture, contact Cecilia
Rodriguez Milanes at 407-8236046. ·
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Webcam Audio Activities
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To: KewlDawg <kewldawg@hotmail.com>
.

.

·-

sHOckR87 says: What up?
KewlDawg says: Nada
sHOckR87 says: Can I come over and use
your PC?
KewlDawg says: Why? You got your own
sHOckR87 says: My PC freaked & crashed
and this library PC. sux
KewlDawg says: Crashed? lol
Kewf Dawg says: You hocked it for beer again?
sHOckR87 says: No! I was d/I music on Kazaa
·~
Now its froze on a blue screen
sHOckR87 says: Think I lost my notes for
tomorrows final
s_HOckR87 says: If I ditch another online
class I'll end up working pops
garage for the rest of my life
sHOckR87 says: Be kewl dawg. I need help!

NEED PC HELP?
NAOMI RINGER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sarah Tellier plays a Bach invention on a UCF Music Department piano. UCF ne_eds at least $700,000 to outfit the entire music department with Steinway pianos.

Fundraising·for pianos could take years
· FROM

Al

Overall, the music department will need to raise about
$700,000 to fund 28 new
pianos. It could take a few
years . to raise enough,
Boukobza said.
Some students, like music
education major Christina
Moore, probably won't be
around to see the dream -fulfilled. But Moore, a senior,
hopes it will motivate students to practice.
Miriam
VanderMey,
molecular/microbiology and
music double major, agrees.
".When I go into a practice
room and see a crappy piano,
I• just want to go home," she
said. The pianos aren't unusable, she said, "but that there
aren't enough good ones."
The music department
considers it a wise investment.
"Steinways actuany appredate in value over the years,"
Pherigo said. When other
pianos age, they become
harder to maintain and tune,
he said.
' · Although the department
is allowed to fundraise for its
'
.
.
own purposes, it must wait
for UCF President John Hitt's
approval to make an university-wide campaign.
: "[The music department]
won't do much fundraising
µntil [it] gets final approval
from Hitt," Pherigo said.
Because the university only
focuses on a few fundraising
campaigns at a time, the
music department might
have to wait, he added.
: While music education is
a targeted program for the
2005-06 fiscal year, music
performance
was
not,
according to the Office of
University Analysis and Planning Support. That means
PCF will take more initiative
to
increase the number
of
I
.
degrees.
' Part of the issue is that
most people aren't aware of
the music department,
Boukobza said. "If you talk
about football, well, everyone
knows a football stadium is
going to be built,". he said.
f'People don't come to UCF
for the music department.
We're trying to change that."
The process might take a
few years, bµt Boukobza is
hopeful. "It will put the music
department on the map."
, Along with bragging
rights comes other benefits
:Of being the first all-Steinway
:school in Florida. It would
:tiring about more diversity
:and internationality, two of
Hitt's goals for UCF,
h3oukobza said
: As the department grows,
:Pherigo said, the student
:music
population
will
:IJecome more diverse. The
isteinway name will attract
:talented musicians and
:minorities.
: Some 191 students were
:enrolled as music, music edu:cation, music performance,or
:pending majors last fall,
1according to the Office of
:Institutional Research.
: Piano studies, which cur:rently does not have any
'international students, could
attract the . attention of
1 :prospective students. "Cer., 'tainly, the Steinway name is

known worldwide," .P herigo
said.
In the meantime, piano
studies is beginning to
fundraise and get the music
community involved by holding concerts. l"eaturing well-

known international pianists,
Boukobza hopes the series will
"show that department exists,
and that we are proposing
high-quality things."
The next concert will be
Sunday, March 5 at 3:00 p.m. in

the Rehearsal Hall. Boukobza
will perform pieces by Franz
Liszt and J;'rederic Chopin.
Admission is $10 with an UCF
ID ·and $20 for general public.
For· more information visit:
http://www.cas.ucf.edu/music
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Annual Greek step show gets attention
EXIS WINEGARD
Contributing Writer

After weeks of hard work,
nine Greek step teams took the
stage to battle for first place at
the 12th annual Greek Extrava~ ganza at the UCF Arena
, "The step dance show was
first started to provide entertainment and to keep the black
traditions strong," said Ben
Rivers, a member of Omega
Psi Psi.
Phi Beta Sigma, who won
•
the men's division and overall

•

achievement dance award,
themed its show around firemen. Jumping into their fire
truck in :;t previously shot
video on the big screen, the
dancers said they were on a
mission to "save the step
show." They also had a Jim
Carrey look-alike who cracked
jokes.
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority used a football theme
to win the women's division.
"I was extremely excited
when we won because people
didn't think we were any of the

competition," said Kristen
Thomas, a member of Alpha
Kapp Alpha. "We went out
there and did our thirig and
deserved to win. As soon as I
heard the good news, I jumped
out of my seat and ran down
the aisle screaming excitedly."
Blending different variations of dance moves, the
teams performed side steps,
flips with video arrangements
carefully timed to the blaring
music. Ten local judges and
one judge from the U.K.
judged the performers.

"I enjoyed the program
very much because it displayed the unity and how close
the Greek life at UCF is," said
Danny Jean, a UCF electrical
engineering major. "I also like
the way that every team displayed what their chapter is all
about through their dance ro11tines."
Marketing major Brandice
Johnson agreed. "The show
was extremely enjoyable to
watch and made me wish I was
just as talented as everybody
on stage,'' Johnson said.

.

EXISWINEGARD/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE '

Astep team shows off its moves at the 12th annual Greek Extravaganza at the UCF Arena .
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28 THURSDAY, MARCH 2

SATURDAY, MARCH 4

H'(PNOTlST TOM
DELUCA. 8PM, PEGASUS
BALLROOM (PRESENTED BY
CAB COMEDY AND VARIETY)

HIP HOP MONTH
JUMP Q "FF:
BBQLBASKETBALL
TOURNEY, 2- 6PM,
PEGASUS LANDl~G
PHASE 3 CLUBHOUSE

HIP HOP MONTH
DISCUSSION PANEL,
11AM-1 P·M, KEY WEST
218A
KORT ROBERT'S RULES
OF
ORDER WORKSHOP,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
2PM, GARDEN KEY SU
LENT BEGINS
'
221
RSO ORIENTATION,
SGA SENATE MEETING,
10:30AM, SU 223
7PM, KEYWEST

MENT ACTIVJTIES
2006 HOMECOMING
EXECUTIVE BOARD
POSITIONS STILL

AVJ\.IliABlE AT
WWWUCFHC.COM .
PLEASE BE PREPARED YO
INTERVIEW AT THAT TIME
YOU ARRl\f.t Ai.I< OSI ON

OFFICE OF STUDENT

ANY QYESTIONS, PLEAS E

. INVOLVEMENT, STUDENT
UNION ROOM2081 ON

ALL EVENTS TAKE PLACE ON T HE MEMORY MALL BETWEEN CLASSROOM 1 AND

TU SDAY,

HOST, 8PM.

DISTINGUiSHED GtYEST.S,
8PM.

F'Ei U

¥ ;28

DARFUR PANEL
DJSCUSSION FEATURING

UGF PROFE~SORS AND

WWW.PROJECTDARFUR.COM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
MEMORIAL FtUNGER FAST,
SUNRISE TO 6PM
DARFUR BANQ1JET

HOSTED BY CAMPUS £EA.GE
ACTION, 6PM'.
DOCUMENTARY
SCREENING ON~

DARFUR SfiT'tJATLON) SPM.

APPLICArlONS ARE

AVAILABLE: CARNIVAL
CHAIR, PARADE CHAIR,
AND JUDGES & AWARDS
CHAIR. BRING YOUR
RESUME AND COMPLETED
APPLICATION TO THE

DARFUR AWARENESS WEEK ACTIVI'TlliS
MONDAY, f liBRlJARY 27
CHUCK D. t'l1.JBLlC
ENEMY RAP ART ST AND
AIR AMERICA TALK Sf;lOW

THURSDAY
CH 2
BETWEEN lPMAND 31.>M.

HPA

THURSDAY, MARCH 2

DARTIJR A.WARENE~S
CONCERT. 8PM.
~RIDAY, MARCH 3
ACTRESS MIA FARROW
ON GENOCIDE, 12PM.

THURSDAY. IF YOU HAVE
CON:tA:CT US' AT

WFHC@MA.lt.UCF.EDU
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C·USA GAME 11: UCF 69, ECU 49; C-USA GAlVTE 12: UCF 77 RICE 64

With consecutive blowout wins, UCF is putting·Conference USA on notice.

'
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MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF guard Dave Noel (3), left, leads the Knights' celebration afterthe 69-49 home win over East Carolina Wednesday night. Noel played 21 minutes, third on the team, scoring two points with four rebounds and two assists. Forward Josh Peppers, right behind Noel, fed the team on Wednesday
with 17 points off the bench. His strong effort was rewarded Saturday, as he returned to the starting lineup with a bang, scoring 21 points on 8-of-13 shooting in 27 minutes. With two wins this week, the Knights vaulted into sole possession of fifth place in Conference USA.

'

Knights'.hot shooting, strong defense slow
• Pirates on W~dnesday, silence Owls on Saturday
"It was a very hard-fought game, and I

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

•

A week ago, things seemed bleak fot
the UCF men's basketball team. The
Golden Knights had lost five-of-six games
and were plummeting in the Conference
USA standings. Their mantra of "playing
their best basketball in the months of Feb:ruary and March" seemed to have abandoned them.
Now, seven days and two wins later,
the immediate future looks a lot brighter
for the Knights as postseason play looms.
UCF carried over its momentum from
a stirring 69-49 home victory over East
Carolina Wednesday night and parlayed it
into another blowout win Saturday night
- this time 77-64 over Rice - in the
Knights' third trip to Texas this season.

thought we battled a lot of adversity
tonight, a lot of adversity coming from a
lot of different directiohs," UCF Coach
Kirk Speraw said. "Our guys found a way.
I'm very proud of their focus. We defended smartlY, and we had patience offensively and really shot the ball exceptionally well."
.
UCF rode to victory on the strength of
a 57 percent performance from the field,
including 55 percent from 3-point range in
a key C-USA matchup. It was a strong follow-up to Wednesday's performance,
when the Knights shot 49 percent from
the field.
Going into Saturday's game, UCF and
Rice were tied for fifth in C-USA along
with Tulsa. With the win, the Knights
now hold the fifth spot alone and control

Softball splits four grunes
in Stetson Tournament

semifinals.
The Knights have now won two in a
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
row and will also need to win their last
two games of the season - at Marshall on
Wednesday and hosting UfEP on Satur.:. ·
day - to finish _w ith an overall record
above .500.
"This is a big bounce-back week,"
Speraw said. 'We're disappoirited in not
getting some things done a week ago. We
came back Wednesday and Saturday of
. this week and played gr~at offensively, as
good as we've played all year offensively,
The hunt for .500
and our defense was very soup.d and hard
UCF has been under .500 since a Feb.4 loss to UAB. With a win
Wednesday at Marshall, the Knights will improve to 13-13.
to break down."
. Speraw continued, 'We've always put a
See page 82 for more details.
focus on trying to play our best basketball
of the season coming down into the
their own .destiny as far as their seedip.g month of February and into March. Cerfor the C-USA Championship.
tainly these two games back to back are a
Though the Knights cannot earn a sign that we're moving in that direction.
first-round bye, they can secure the top We've still got some work to do, but I'm
non-bye position by winning their last very proud of their effort tonight."
two games and be guaranteed to not face
P.t.EASESEE PEPPERS ON 82
top-seed and host Memphis before the

UCF vs. Marshall

•

•

,.

StaffWriter

Friday was not the kind of afternoon the UCF softball team envisioned before heading in~o the
three-day Stetson Tournament in
DeLand. Fortunately for the
Knights, the two losses suffered
Friday at the hands of Western
Michigan and Winthrop were
quickly erased when the Knights
answered with two wins of their
own Saturday, beating Marist and
Samford.
In game one of the three-day
tournament again.st Western
Michigan, the Knights struck first
off a Cid Alvarez Wigle and late
inning fielder's choice that gave
the Knights an early 1-0 lead in th~
bottom of the 'first.
UCF managed to hold the Bron-

cos to four scoreless innings until
the Bronco's Amanda McBride·
drilled a solo shot over the leftfield fence, tying the score at one.
The ;Knights wasted no time as
they a.nsWered in the bottom of the
fifth off a Kacie Feaster double,
plating Alvarez and Ashley Van
Ryn.
In the top of the sixth, however,
the Knights let their lead slip away,
as the Broncos managed a four-run
inning off three hits, two walks and
an error.
The Knights, as they so often
do, managed to tie the score at five
on RBI singles by Alvarez and Lexi
Gresham.
Loading the bases in the top of
the seventh allowed the Broncos to
score one run and narrowly beat
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON 82

- Rice forward Morris Almond scored 11
points on Saturday.' He came into the
game averaging 21 points per game.

21

Josh Peppers scored 21 points on
Saturday against Rice, his highest
total in a Conference USA game.

25 ·

Sophomore guard Mike O'Donnell is
the only UCF player to start all 25
games this season.

Ynclan helps Knights slay.Seawolves
Freshmen carry the weekend as UCF
bounces back to sweep Stony Brook

Bounce back to take two after 0-2 start
MELISSA HEYBOER

11

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

COURTESY Of CHRIS SCHUBERT

The UCF baseball team pours off the bench after freshman Ryan Williams
(13) hit his first career home run in Saturday's 8-3 win over Stony Brook.

This time last week, peaple were
asking for amnesia from UCF
sports.
Oh; how much can change in a
week
After being swept in its homeopening series, UCF baseball
rebounded this weekend to take the
series cigainst the Stony Brook Sea~
wolves.
After losing 1-0 to North Florida
on the previous Friday, the Knights
played a little role-reversal, earning
a 1-0 victory on Friday night. Then,
exactly like shortstop Eric Kallstrom and third baseman Ryan
Williams had _predicted, the
Knights rode the momentum from
the first home win to an 8-3 triumph
on Saturday.
On Saturday, the Seawolves

broke out on top in the first inning
after scoring an unearned run. But it
did not take long for the Golden
Knights to erase that lead
The eight runs for the Knights
tied a season-high, and most of
them came in a second innirig
where 11 men went to the plate.
Center fielder Dave DiNatale
began the frame with a single to left
center field, and he was able to jog
home when Williams smashed his
first career home run. Williams'
home run, a first-pitch shot to right
field, was also the trrst Golden
Knight homer at Jay Bergman Field ·
.this year. But everyone quickly
found out that it would' not be the
last.
One batter later, the game was
halted for all of 30 seconds due to
rain. But the brief intermission did
PLEASE SEE

COBB ON 83
I

Defensive
stops lead
wolllen
over Herd
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter •

Heading into Friday's contest
against the Marshall Thundering
Herd in West Virginia, the UCF
women's basketball team had
exactly one road win all season.
That victory came nearly a
. month ago, to last-place Mem. ·phis. It had been almost that long
since the Herd had dropped a
home game to second-place
SMU.
Led by a strong front-court
offense, the Knights defied the
statistics and beat the Herd, 66· 63.
'
Much like the previous meeting between these teams, the vis. itor got out to an early lead. A
layup by guard Shayla Smith
helped get the Knights out to a
quick ll-4 advantage. That lead
would · reach eight with 13:26
remainingwhen the Herd began
to chip way.
. Guard Sikeetha Shepard-Hall
scored seven points over the
next three-and-a-half minutes to
cut the Knights' lead to two at 1917. Eight minutes later, ShepardHall converted a 3-point play
that completed an 8-0 Herd run
and handed Marshall its first
lead since the game's opening
minute. As the teams reached
the half, forwards Shelby Weber
and Keunta Miles were able to
keep the Knights' deficit at the
slimmest of margins, 34-33.
For a majority of the first half,
the duo of Weber and Miles carried the Knights' offense. The
pair taliied 10 points each and
combined to score all of the
Knights' 12 points over the final
9:33 of the period. For Marshall,
it was all about Shepard-Hall.
She led all players with 15 points
at the break.
The Knights must have had
mixed feelings at halftime. For a
positive, they were holding on
basket-for-basket with the Herd
But, on their Jan. 20 meeting in
Orlando, the Knights led by five
at the hal£ That cushion evapo- ,
rated quickly as the Herd poured
in 53 points in the second half
and stampeded to a 17-point victory.
Back to Friday, the Knights let
the Herd know that a victory this
· night would not come as easy.
While Marshall continued to
lead, the Knights hung in there,
staying within one possession of
the Herd for th~ first 10 minutes
of the second half .
Suddenly, a couple of baskets
from center Michele Hagan
pushed the Herd's advantage to
57-50 with 8:05 to go. Two-and-ahalf minutes later, that lead had
not budged. Now with 5:25 left, it
was gut-check time for the ·
Knights. Time and time again
this season, the Knights have
battled through close games
only to falter down the stretch.
Now in unfriendly confines and
down by seven with time ticking
away, the Knights needed a
spark And that spark arrived in
the .form of ' junior Francine
Houston.
Houston, the Conference
. USA leader in 3-pointers,
drained her specialty to shorten
the gap to 59-55 with 5:12 remaining. After the teams traded baskets, Houston notched a layup
and another trey to complete the
comeback and give the Knights a
62-61 advantage with just 2:41 on
the clock
Down the stretch, the
Knights' defense shut down the
Herd, who registered just four
points in the final 5:45 and .
missed six of their last seven
shots.
PLEASE SEE
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Men's tennis extends winning streak
ANDY JACOBSOHN
StaffWriter

With a 5-2 victory over Conference
USA opponent UAB, the men's tennis
team extended its winning streak to
three consecutive matches.
Two of these three matches came this
past weekend at the UCF/Conference
USA Shootout.
Because this is the Knights' inaugural
season in C-USA, these were the first
two in-conference matches the Knights
have ever played in the conference.
The Shootout is a showcase of five of
C-USA'.s tennis squads, including Memphis, East Carolina, Southern Mississippi
andUAB.
"This is a great chance for us to compete against some of our Conference
USA opponents," Coach Bobby Cashman said.
"Our team will have the opportunity
to play three quality opponents at home,
and it will be a great challenge for our
guys," Cashman added.
'At the UCF Tennis Complex, Cash-

man's team started at 9 a.m. Saturday
against the Blazers from UAB. The match
started off well for the home team with
three wins coming from the doubles por- ·
tion of the contest.
Juniors Sebastian Delgado and Alamgir Wali beat seniors Andre Maier <!fid
Sebastian Falk 9-7. The Blazers' No. 2
doubles team is ranked No. 40 nationally.
. "We really had some good doubles
play today," Cashman said.
Freshman , Norman Alcantara and
sophomore Sinan Sudas defeated Anton
Mavrin and Kristijan Mitrovski 8-5.
The duo won the first four games of
the set and went on to lose five of the
next six games in the match.
Turning over to .singles, the Knights
won four-of-six singles matches, with
Sudas defeating Mitrovski 6-2, 7-5, while
freshman Brock Sakey defeated Johannes
Spangenberg 6-0, 6-3.
It was a winning day fOl' the freshmen, with Alcantara beating out Maier, 75, 6-3 and Jimmy Roesch defeating
Kruno Despotovski, 6-0, 6-1.
At the opening of the shootout last '

Thursday, 't he tea.in played the Memphis
Tigers at the tennis complex and. took
away a 4-3 win. The 2-6 Tigers won all of
the doubles points during the match to
start the day off.
UCF recovered to take four of the six
singles matches to register the win.
Sudas was the last to finish in the
match and clinched the win with a defeat
over Matt Brewer at No. 1 slot, 6-4, 2-6, 6-

2.
Again, the freshmen came through:
Sakey won 6-1, 6-1 over Tezar Putra at No.
5., and Tarek Ben Soltarie won at the No.
6 spot against V"micius Craveiro, 6-1, 6-2.
The last win came from the No. 2 spot
of Wali topping Michael Jetter, 7-5, 6-4.
"This was a tough match; a real dogfight," Cashman said. "Our doubles
nee.ds dome work, but we hung in there
and competed against a very good Conference USA team."
After a difficult beginning to the
weekend, the Knights got two wins and
extended their record to 6-2 (2-0 CUSA). Results for: Sunday against East
Carolina were not available at press time.

FROM THE
SPORTS DESK
O'Leary honored by Orlando
Regional Chamber of Commerce
UCF Football Coach George
.O'Leary was overlooked by the
national media for some coach
of the year awards following the
2005 season, but the city of
Orlando has not ignored the
engineer of one of college football's greatest turnarounds.
The Orlando Regional
Chamber ofCommerce presented O'Leary with the John Young
Spotlight Award Wednesday,
making him the first bestowed
With the award since Florida
Sen. Mel Martinez in 2001.
The Chamber decides to
·award the honor among a group
of candidates who "must be distinguished by their accomplishments and the arduous prepara•
tion, education and effort that
contributed to these achievements."
The committee chairman . ' •
works with an anonymous panel
of four community leaders to
determine
honoree, bypassing the award for the year if
•
there are no suitable candidates.
UCF was honored inl997 and
other notable winners from ath- · · .,
letics include former Orlando
Magic Coach Doc Rivers (1999) · : ·
and former Magic center .. Shaquille O'Neal (1993).
.,
O'Leary and the ~ghts will· ,. ·
begin spring practice when
classes resume following spring
"
break on Mcµ-ch 22, playing their
spring game on April 15.

an

Women5 Track Finishes Seventh
The UCF women's track and ..
PLEASE SEE
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Volleyball and basketball finals
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UCF sophomore guard Mike O'Donnell drives to the hoop during the Knights' 69·49 win over East Carolina Wednesday night. O'Donnell scored 10 points and added five assists.

Peppers, Rose carry offense
FROM

Al

After relying on a team effort to get
the win on Wednesday, it was UCF's
backcourt and perimeter game that carried the team to victory on Saturday
night. Guards Justin Rose and Mike
O'Donnell and forward Josh Peppers
accounted for 56 of the Knights' points.
Peppers, who hadn't been in the starting lineup since a Feb. 8 loss at Southern
Mississippi, made his first start in five
games and continued the momentum
built during his strong performance
against ECU Wednesday night, when he
led the team in scoring with 17 points
despite coming off the bench. He finished the Rice game with an efficient 21
points, five rebounds and three assists in
only 27 minutes.
"(Peppers) could be an unbelievable
player ifhe wants to be," O'Dorµiell said.
"He's shown that tonight. He came off
the bench the last couple of games and ·
responded, so Coach put him back in the
starting lineup. I think he's really starting
to come around here and take control
and playing extremely, extremely hard
and within himself to take over the
games."
Rose, one of four UCF seniors, led the
Knights with 22 points. The guard went
9-of-ll from the field - including 4-of-5
from 3-point range - pulled down a
team-high nine rebounds, and dished out
six assists, also a team high.
Along with his phenomenal offensive
performance, Rose drew the assigrunent
of covering C-USA'.s top scorer, Rice forward Morris Almond. Rose, along with
an active UCF defense, limited Almond
to only ll points on 4-of-12 shooting. It
was the second straight game in which
the Knights controlled the opposing
· team's top player. ECU forward Corey
Rouse came into Wednesday's game
averaging 14.3 points,and a C-USA leading 10.4 rebounds per game, but was lim-

UCF at Marshall
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Where: Cam Henderson Center,
' Huntington, W.Va.
Records: UCF (12-13,6-6 C-USA)
Marshall (11-14,4-8)
Broadcast: 740-THE TEAM AM
Series History: 1-0 Marshall
UCF: The Knights play their final regular season road
game against the team who handed them aloss in the conference opener. Marshall defeated UCF 73-69 at the UCF Arena
on Jan.11 in both teams' inaugural Conference USA contest1 .. The story of the game for UCF was its terribly inconsistent second-half shooting.After a 53.6 percent first 20 min-

utes, Kirk Speraw's team shot 38.2 percent from the field in
the second half, induding 3-13 (211 percent) from 3-point
range .. .Guard Justin Rose led the Knights with 21 points on
8-of-13 shooting, adding seven assists, three rebounds, three ,
steals and a block in 38 minutes...This will be UCF'sfir>t basketball game in West Virginia.
Marshall: Daytona Beach Community College transfer
guard TraVis Aikens led the Herd·in their win over. UCF, scoring
17 points and grabbing nine rebounds...The Herd were able
to control the paint and get inside to draw fouls.They shot 29
free throws, making 19,compared to a6-for·12 effort from
the line for UCF...Senior<enter Mark Patton scored his 1,000th
career point in the Herds 62·57 win over Southern Mississippi
Satutday...Patton leads the team in seoring (14,9) and
rebounds (6.9), but the Knights were able to slow him down
in the fir>t meeting. Patton shot just 4-for·9 from the field,
scoring 14 points and adding just four rebounds in 23 minutes.

Projected Starting Lineups
UCF: GMike O'Donnell GJustin Rose FJosh Peppers
FAnthony Williams CAdam Gill
Marshall: GMark Dorris,G TreWhitted GChris Ross FMarkel
Humphrey CMark Patton
-CHRIS HOYLER

ited to.only two points and one rebound teams went back-and-forth, exchanging
in the first half Rouse fmished the game baskets until the 12-minute mark, when
with only seven points and five an O'Donnell 3-pointer gave UCF a 45-40
lead and sparked a run that would prove
rebounds.
' "I thought [Justin] Rose really got it to be the difference in the game.
UCF's 13-2 ruri lasted under three
started offensively, shooting the ball the
way that he shot it," Speraw said. "He's 9- minutes, but left it with a 55-42 lead that .
for-ll on the night, shot it extremely well the Owls cowd not overcome. Peppers
and stepped it up · against the leading and O'Donnell scored all 13 points of the
scorer in the conference. J-Rose in par- run, which included three 3-pointers ticular, but everybody, had a part in keep- . two from O'Donnell - and two jumpers
ing Almond at ll points."
by Peppers. It was another parallel to the
Rose wasn't the only UCF player to win over ECU, when the Knights opened
· get hot from beyond the 3-point line. the first seven minutes of the second half
Peppers made three of his seven 3-point with a 17-3 run, led by two 3-pointers
attempts and O'Donnell went 4-of-7 to from Peppers and one from O'Donnell.
Saturday's gaine was the second
fmish with 13 points.
The Knights' lead was only 32-28 at meeting between the two teams, but the
· halftime, but the Owls quickly cut the first since a Rice win in 1977.
deficit to one on a 3-pointer in the openUCF returns to action Wednesday
ing minutes of the second half. The night when it faces Marshall at 7 p.m.

Knights improve to 8-7 after 2-2 record at Stetson Inviatitional
FROM A1

the Knights, 6-5.
Allison Kime got the loss for the
Knights, as she went six innings givirig
up six runs on four hits and five strike. outs. ·
If games were determined by who
scored the first runs, the UCF softball
team would be boasting a different
record as of last Friday.
Game two against Winthrop began
like many have this season. The Knighti;
jumped out front with two runs in the
first off RBis by Breanne Javier and Gresham.
The next five innings proved disastrous as Winthrop went on to sc~e
eight runs, giv.ing them an 8-2 advant~e.

A Shelly Frick sacrifice fly plated
Javier and allowed the Knights one
more run, but it wasn't enough, as UCF
fell to Winthrop with a final score of 83.
Gresham was tagged with the loss
for UCF, pitching just 2.2 innings,
allowing four runs off six hits and two
strikeouts. ·
Despite two early losses, the UCF
softball team managed a day of redemption against Marist and Samford on Saturday of the Stetson Tournament.
Once again, the Knights jumped to an
early led when Alvarez scored on a
Feaster double to left field.
The Knights held Marist to three
scoreless innings until Annie Cas llano
drilled a double to center field, , ring

Laurissa Riley and tying the score at one
apiece.
The Knights struck again in the fifth
o~.a two-run homer to center field by
Feaster. Those runs proved to be enough
for UCF, as they went on to beat the Red
Foxes, 3-1.
Ashley Baker managed to tally her
first win of the season, giving up just
one run off five hits and three strikeouts.
In game two, it was Samford who
earned the first runs of the game when
two hits and three errors turned into a 20 lead heading into the bottom of the
third.
,
Samford carried that lead into the
bottom of the fifth until Javier &vened
the score at two off a two-run s~gle to

right field.
Singles by Magan Paul and Frick later
iri the inning gave the Knights the 4-2
advantage they needed to carry them to
the win.
was credited with the win,
pitching a complete game and improving her record to 4-3 on the season.
Kime gave up just two
off three hits
and 10 strikeouts.
The Knights were set to fmish the
Stetson Tournament Sunday afternoon.
However, due to bad weather, day three
of the tournament was canceled
UCF, currently 8-7 on the season, will
return to the field Friday afternoon when
it takes on Creighton in the UCF Tournament at Merrill Park ll} 1Altamonte
Springs. Game time is set f°' 3 p.m.

Kime

runs

In volleyball action, We 'D ig
Balls swept Alpha Delta Pi in a·
best-of-three series to ·win the-;- . ,
women's division. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon emerged from a 36team tomnament to win the •
Rec final.
" •
It also pulled off a two-game ~
sweep of Bump 'n Grind in two • ~
tough games. On the Competitive side of the bracket, ..., •
Arnold's Fupa swept FIJ.
,.
In the Co-Ed final, the DV ,.
Ballers lost the first game to~
Ball Smackers 25-18 but rallied
'
to win two straight games for _
·the championship.
The 3-on-3 basketball tour•
nament was February 18, with
more than just an Intramural Tshirt on the line. Two UCF stu- ,
dents had a chance to win a
•
brand new Pontiac.
Jimmy Skiles and Robert .
Louden were each 'selected
•·
from a drawing to compete in a .
progressive shot challenge,
winning the car if they could ,
sink a half-court shot. Both •
contestants came up just short,
but both won a $50 gift card to
· Amazon.com for attempting ,
the shot.
· "'
In Championship action,
Sista's Wit' Game continued its
. dynasty by defeating That One · .,
Team, 30-10, to take the
women's final.
The Ligers outlasted a field
of 55 teams and defeated Holla
30-16 to take home the Rec
Championship.
The Competitive final pitted a sharp-shooting Sigma Chi . ,
team against the fundamentally sound Back to Back squad.
All afternoon, Sigma Chi lived .,
and died by the long ball, but
after nearly nine hours of competition, it finally helped them
win the game, 30-19. ·
•
- CHRIS MORELLO
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·women's tennis defeatsJacksonville
•

ERICA VITIELLO
Staff Writer

•

After losing to No. '24 Florida International and No.13 Miami, the UCF women's
tennis team focused on evening its record.
The Knights wanted to rebound after
• these losses, and capping off the month
with a victory against in-state rival Jacksonville would do just that.
In a tough match against former A-Sun
• ,rival Jacksonville, UCF reigned as the winner. UCF freshman Kenza Be1bacha
defeated Jacksonville's Megan Williams at

No. 4 singles, helping the Golden Knights
conquer over the host Dolphins, with Belbacha earning a 6-2, 6-3 win at the No. 4
spot.
Belbacha was not the only noticeable
star; junior Megan Hunter and sophomore
Jennifer Carati helped UCF's domination
as they each routed their respective opponents, 6-0 and 6-0, at the No. 5 spot in the
· singles match.
UCF. captain Pamela Fernandez fell to
junior Emese Sulyos in a 7-6 and 6-3 loss at
the No. 1 spot. Dolphins' sophomore Lena
Willi defeated Golden Knight freshman

Elvira Serrot, 6-2 and 6-3, while freshman
Dolphin teammate Nanar Airapetian battled UCF sophomore Anna Yakimchenkova to a 4-6 and 6-3 (10-4) victory for the
Dolphins.
"Jacksonville has a very good team,
particularly at the top of the lineup," UCF
Coach Patricia Allison said after the
match. "We played well and did what we
had to do to win."
·
The Golden Knights have now brought
their record against Florida rivals to 3-4.
Their next match is at home on Tues?ay
against Easterl}. Michigan at 11 am.

•

.Cobb comeback ends after two
FROM

• not

Bl
hamper Kallstrom, as he

drilled a ball over the left-field

fence. As soon as Seawolves
• pitcher Brian Murtagh heard the
ping off of Kallstrom's bat, he
dropped his head, resigning himself to the sound of a home run.
11
Second baseman Matt Ray
took advantage of the Stony
Brook infielders ,playing back
due to the Knights' display of
• power. He laid a bunt down the
third-base line for a hit. Right
fielder Shane Ynclan and catch• er Ryan Bono then followed with
consecutive RBI doubles.
After four straight hits, that
was the end of the day for
· ~Murtagh (0-1). He recorded just
four outs while allowing six runs
on eight hits.
The story coming into Satur41
day's game was the return of
pitcher Taylor Cobb. The junior
missed all of 2004 with an arm
• injury. Although he did make a
few appearances in 2005, Saturday was the first time in three
years that Cobb pitched while
~ fully healthy.
Cobb took to the mound with
a big ovation from the crowd of
459. Many people were eager to
"' see what he could do because; if
he is healthy, Cobb could play a
big role in the Knights' starting
•rotation. But Cobb only threw 28
pitches over two innings. With
. the cold conditions and a bit of
tightness, the Knights decided to
"'play it safe with Cobb. He
allowed two walks and two
strikeouts with an unearned run.
. "I wish he could have gone
• four or five," UCF Coach Jay
Bergman said. "But we'll just
pick up and move on from

.
..
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!i.eld team rode several strong
performances to a seventh-place
finish in its first-ever indoor .
conference meet at the 2006
Conference USA Championships.
The meet, a two-day event
that concluded Saturday, was
hosted.by Houston and included
several of the nation's top teams,
including the host Cougars, Rice
and UTEP. The three teams
m_ade up the top of the standings, with the Cougars winning
with 141.5 points, Rice placing
second with 126 and UTEP finishing third with 72. UCF scored
44points.
"The teams in Conference
USA are very strong, so I was
very pleased with our performance," UCF Coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth said in a
press release. "Everyone gave
,
their best effort."
Seniors Tiffany Roebuck and
Diana Chin and sophomore Victoria Chin led the Golden
Knights on Friday, finishing the
day in third place with 27 points.
Several school records were
broken, as Roebuck's 57-foot,
nine-inch weight throw gave her
ownership of school records in
all four weighted throwing
events.
·
Victoria broke the school

."The teams in .
Conference USA
, are very strong,
so I was very
pleased with our
performance."
- UCF WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
COACH MARCIA MANSUR·WENTWORTH ON
THE TEAM'S PERFORMANCE AT THE
CONFERENCE USA CHAMPIONSHIPS

record in qualifying for the finals
of the 60-meter hurdles with a
time of8.71 seconds. Older sister
Diana finished third in t11e long
jump and also qualified for the
finals of the 60-meter hurdles.
On Saturday, the Chin sisters
added points in the 60-meter
hurdles finals, Victoria besting
Diana by a hair, finishing sixth
with a time of 8.89 seconds to
Diana's seventh place finish at
8.90 seconds.
The conference championships marked the end of the
indoor season. The Knights will
return home for their outdoorseason opener March 4, hosting
the UCF Invitational.
-CHRIS HOYLER

COURTESY OF CHRIS SCHUBERT

The Week Ahead

Game Notes
Sunday comeback sweeps Seawolves; Bascom throws another gem
Knights Complete Sweep

fielder Chadd Hartman'sfielder's choice scored
After losing three-straight games to North
freshman pinch hitter Ryan Williams on a
Florida last weekend, the Golden Knights finished
controversial play.Stony Brook Coach Matt Senk
off a sweep of their own over the Stony Bro~k
argued for several minutes with home plate
Seawolves with 5-4 triumph on Sunday at Jay
umpire Ron Kozlowski after Williams was ruled
Bergman Field.
safe; however, he was not ejected from the game.
Freshman Kyle Sweat got start for the
It took some scary pitching from Stony Brook
Knights.Although he did not figure in the
relief pitcher Marc Brown to even bring home the
decision, Sweat threw 81 pitches in 6 1/3 innings.
lone run. Brown balked twice.consecutively in the
He allowed three runs on eight hits with one
eighth, allowing Williams to move from first to
walk and three strikeouts.
third during Dave DiNafale's at-bat.
The Knights put three unearned runs on the
UCF vs. America (East)
board in the fourth. With one out, first baseman
After the weekend sweep of Stony Brook,
Kiko Vazquez re-ached on atwo-base throwing
the Knights improved to 6-2 against America
error.The next batter, catcher Ryan Bono, drove
East Conference opponents. In addition to its 3-0
Vazquez home with asingle to right.After a
. record against Stony Brook, UCF is 1-0 against
double by center fielder Dave DiNatale put
Vennont and 2-2 against Maine.
runners at second and third, aground out by
Williams should have ended the inning. But due
Weekend of Firsts
to the error, it was good enough to get Bono in
Third baseman Vinny Cucci notched his first
from third. The Knights took their first lead of the
hit as a Knight in the eighth inning Saturday after
game when designated hitter Bryan Bennett
taking over for Hartman as adefensive
smacked an 'RBI single to center.
The Seawolves plated a pair in the top half of replacement in the sixth inning. Cucci came
around to score after his single through the left
the seventh inning.to regain aone-run
side when right fielder Shane Ynclan capped his
advantage at 4-3. But it was short-lived, as the
career day with an RBI single to left.Ynclan, a
Knights came right back in the bottom half of the
freshman, had acareer day, going 4-for-5 with
inning with an RBI single by third baseman Vinny
three RBis. Fellow freshmen Williams and
Cucci and a picture-perfect suicide squeeze bunt
shortstop Eric Kallstrom added their first career
by second baseman Matt Horwath that scored
home runs in asix-run second inning for UCF.
Cucci.
In the ninth, it was another day, another save
for UCF senior Dominic Petracca. He earned saves : Auer Sits
in all three games ofthe series and has four on
Prior to Friday evening's contest, Bergman
the year. Sophomore Jeremy Thome got the win.
announced that sophomore center fielder Tyson
Auer would miss the entire S.tony Brook series
due to an unspecified violation of team policy.
Bascom and Bakey Battle
UCF junior right-hander Tim Bascom and
Stony Brook senior right-hander Kris Bakey went
The Defense Never Rests
toe-to-toe on Friday night, a mirror image of
, Stony Brook first baseman Robert Leonard
Bascom'sprevious start against North Florida,
made two outstanding, nearly identical plays in
Friday evening's game that kept the Knights off
when UNF starter Jacob Dixon tossed zeros on
the board and the Seawolves in the game. After
the scoreboard for seven innings. Bakey and
Bascom both threw six shutout innings and
Ynclan's fielder's choice led to Kallstrom being
allowed four base runners. However, Bakey was
throwrrout at home, Leonard made adiving
very economical with his pitches, throwing only
backhand stop on catcher Ryan Bono's hard
83 in his six innings, while the Seawolves bats
ground ball, ending the inning after he took the
out unassisted. In the seventh, Leonard made a
worked Bascom over early and forced him to
reach his pitch count, 96, four outs earlierthan
nearly identical play, this time playing inside the '
UNFdid.
grass on Cucci, flipping the ball to pitcher Tom
Koehler to get the out.After the Knights
threatened with two outs in the inning, the play
Friday Night Fright
took on more importance, as-keeping Cucci off·
Prior to UCF's game-winning run in the
the base paths with one out allowed Stony Brook
eighth inning, the Golden Knights had gone 17
to get out of the seventh with the shutout.
consecutiv~ innings on Friday night without
scoring arun.After being shutout in 10 innings
-CHRIS HOYLER AND BRIAN MURPHY
against UNF on Friday, February 17, the Knights
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPOl.lT
did not cross home plate until freshman left

Houston
scores 191n Knights win over Marshall
.
FROM

FROM

Outfielder Shane Ynclan settles u~derthe ball to make an out Saturday. Ynclan hit his first career home run and had 3 RBI in the 8-3 win.

are going to win a lot of games."
Offensively, not much came
together for the Knights on Friday, but the win was all that mattered.
For the· second time in two
starts, junior Tim Bascom
~there."
pitched outstanding baseball for
Junior Derek Abriola (1-0) the Golden Knights, only to get
relieved Cobb and gave the absolutely no run support. BasKnights four fairly solid innings com threw six strong innings
~ of relie£ Abriola gave up two
with two hits, two walks and
runs on four hits
seven strikeouts.
Over his last two
with two walks
and four strikestarts, Bascom
41
outs.
. has
permitted
He was able to
Bethune-Cookman
four hits and no '
bail himself out of
runs over 13 1/3
Tuesday,6:30 p.m.
• a couple of jams in
innings. But, the
Where: Jay Bergman Field
the fourth and fifth
UCF bats could
Records: UCF (4-5) B-CC
innings when the
not get him a run
(3-lOas ofFeb.26)
Seawolves left two · Broadcast Audio will be available as in either outing.
• men on in each
part of UCFAthletics.com"Knights AllBoth teams
inning.
Access Package." ·
were stymied by
But · he could
Series History: UCF leads 60-13
great defense and
not do the same in
Last Meeting: Feb.7 at B-CC, UCF 8-4
pitching until the
• the top of the sixth,
Knights broke
Michigan
when catcher Jon
through in the.
PasieP
finally
eighth. With one
Wednesday,6:30 p.m.
• delivered a twoout, designated
Where: Jay Bergman Field
out hit with runhitter Dave LamRecords: Michigan (1-2)
ners in scoring Broadcast Audio will be available as bert
si,ngled
position for the
part ofUCFAthletics.com
through the hole
Seawolves.
His
"Knights All-Access Package."
into right fi~ld.
sharp single to left
Series History: UCF leads 8-4
Williams pinchscored f rrst base- LastMeeting:UCF8,Michigan 7(1994) ran for Lambert
man Robert Dyer
and
moved
" and left fielder Steven Mazzurco. around to third on a pair ofbalks
Yet that was the only occur- by sophomore pitcher Marc
rence of timely hitting that the Brown (0-1). After DiNatale
• Seawolves had. In the seventh;· walked, left fielder Chadd Hartthe Seawolves could not cash in man hit a cue shot to first basewith the bases loaded and one man Robert Leonard, who threw
out. For the game, they stranded home to get Williams. Williams
llrunners.
charged home on the ping of the
Pitcher Dominic Petracca bat and was able to slide his left
picked up his third save of the foot on the plate just before the
year in a flawless outing, record- tag.
~ ing the final six outs on just ll
Junior pitcher Brian Brooks
pitches.
earned the win (2-1) with two
, Four Knights collected two. perfect innings of relie£ In an
s hits, but Ynclan was the game's
episode of foreshadowing,
offensive star. Ynclan was l-for-16 Petracca got the save by striking
on the season entering Friday's out the side in the ninth.
· contest. The freshman busted
"It is baby steps with this
~ out for four hits and 3 RBis.
team," Bergman said. "It':; just
; "Everything just really came _ the little things that we have got
together today," Ynclan said, to get the positives from and
"and if we keep doing
that, we draw from them"
.

...

FROM THE SPORTS DESK
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Houston iced the game with a couple of
free throws in the waning seconds. Similar
to what Weber and Miles accomplished .in
the first half, Houston put the UCF offense
• oll. her back when it needed it the most. She
aC:counted for 10 of the Knights' final 14
p9ints and finished with a team-high ofl9.
.,, · In just her 10th start of the season, Miles
c~r¥buted a career-~ 18 points and nine

rebounds. Weber added 16 points.
Although Shepard-Hall finished with a
game-high 23 points, she was only 2-of-10
from the floor in the second half. Hagan·
ended with 13 points. Forward Crystal
Champion ended with a game-high 12
rebounds. Like game one between these
teams, the Herd controlled the boards, but
this meeting was about clutch shooting. In
the second half, the Herd shot 333 percent
whi!Jt the Knights shot 46.4 percent.
,..

"'

The Golden Knights improved to 7-19
overall and 5-10 in C-USA, while the Thundering Herd dropped to 13-13 and 8-7 in conference.
The Knights wrapped up their regular
season on Sunday with another road game
against the East Carolina Lady Pirates.
Results of the game were not available
before press time. A full recap of the game
will be available in Thursday's edition of the
Future.

-

Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight? ..
Disorderly Condui:;t? Fake ~D~ ?
Drug Possession? Unde~age Drinking.
YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

RICHARD

E.

HORNSBY,

P.A.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY

(407) 540-155.1 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551

www.orlandocriminallaw.com
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you
free written information abou my qualifications and experiences.

• ••
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Future stands by
endorsement
T

he first round of Student
the night of the White violation,
Government Association and he witnessed two laptops:
presidential elections
one for White's ticket and
was very controversial. It can't
another set up by volunteers for
be denied because the Future
the Eggnatz ticket. Why this
has received many accounts
·wasn't reported is beyond us.
from representatives of the two
Some people have asked
tickets involved in the runoff.
members of the Future's editoriE:ach account deals with very
al staff to ·me the infractions for
serious accusations toward both them. This is not the duty of the
Future's staff, not because most
parties.
of the members didn't witness it
Unfortunately, no one is filing any of these infractions with firsthand, but because it reprethe SGA elections committee;
sents bias and supports the very
just with the editorial staff of
same factless gossip that is
the student newspaper.
plaguing the current elections.
The only infraction that has
The Future has been accused
been filed and executed was
of bias by. endorsing the
against the ticket of Mark White White/Stout ticket, but for purand Jared Stout. That infraction, poses that are entirely hypocritiwhich found the ticket in minor
cal and biased as well. People
violation of election laws,
who support one ticket and, in
accused White of being present
turn, speak out against people
at a local bar while a laptop was
supporting the opposing ticket
are undoubtedly biased themset up for voting purposes.
Known representatives of the selves. \
We don't need to draw a
ticket of Josh Eggnatz and Craig
flowchart to explain this rationAlles have been sending a prewritten letter to the Future
ale. To attack individual memrepeatedly, asking the newspabers at this newspaper, based on
per to withdraw its endorsehearsay and gossip, is entirely
unprofessional and immature.
ment of White and Stout. The
Future will not withdraw the
People are elected to SGA
endorsement, plain and simple.
positions based on qualificaThe fact is that White didn't
tions and experience. If people
do anything that volunteers for
supporting either tickets are
his opposition haven't been
upset with the decision made
doing as well.
·against White and Stout,
·
The problem with the entire
whether too harsh or not tough
campaign process is that the
enough, then they need to quit
same people reporting violasending out canned e-mails and
tions to the Future are not
get involved with the actual
election process.
·
, reporting them to the elections
comniission
Another accusation involved
One member of the Future's
with White's minor infraction is
staff was present at Pounders on that his ticket has a banner

Protesters have the right
idea
With Darfur Project
The students who are protesting tlie genocide
occurring in Darfur, Sudan, deserve the highest level
of praise. It is really easy to ignore the horrible things
that are going on in the world No one wants to read
genocide-laden headlines while eating their morning
granola
Still, it is our responsibility as human beings to
see the awful things that happen in the world,
acknowledge them and to try to change them if we
Can. It would be far easier to hide from reality and
bar our hearts from the coldness of the world, but to
do so would be inhuman
The people behind Project Darfur at UCF show a
rare form of bravery, the ability to acknowledge the
ugly. College students as a group have the reputation
of being selfish, self-indulgent and spoiled They
have the reputation of being ignorant and uncaring
about the world
The students involved in Project Darfur have
proved this stereotype wrong. They prove that there
are truly good people attending school at UCF.
Beginning today and ending Friday, Project Darfur
will host speakers who will educate students on the
ethnic war ripping Darfur apart and the hundreds of
thousands who have died or have been displaced
Replicates of internment camps will be set up on
the Memory Mall to remind students what displaced
Darfurians are going through. The people and organizations who planned this have done their part.
They've given time and money to stand up, look
Darfur in the face and spit on its shoes. Now it's the
rest of UCF's turn Go to the events, educate yourselves and learn what you can do about Darfur.

Ignoring neo-Nazis was
real pqint of rally
.·

On Saturday; members of the National Socialist
Movement - a group of neo-Nazis - marched
through Parramore, a historically black neighborhood in Orlando. The group rallied to protest·black
crime and bring awareness to its cause. Orlando
obliged
Neo-Nazis are likely aware that they cannot easily
change the beliefs of others. They expect attention
and media coverage. Citizens of Orlando arrived in
great numbers on Saturday, giving the neo-Nazis

hanging up at one local bar.
However, no one has raised
the point that there is a large
sign for the Eggnatz and Alles
ticket located at two other local
bars. Members of the Future's
staff have observed this as well,
but it is not their place to report
these infractions, again based on
the reasoning of being unbiased.
The most alarming problem
with the .c anned e-mail being
repeatedly sent to the Future is
that it is being sent without the
knowledge of some people
whose e-mail addresses are listed.
One person admitted to a .
Future staff member yesterday
that she had no knowledge of an
e-mail being sent from her email address~
Petitions are very easy to fill
out and sign when one.person
simply writes down every name
without the other person's
knowledge. This is yet another
controversial action by one of
the tickets, and it does nothing
to cease the dirty actions of this
year's candidates.
The Future's editorial staff
looked at each candidate with
great attention and made a
decision based upon experience
and other organizational
endorsements.
Both tickets in the runoff
have quality candidates with
exemplary SGA backgrounds.
But the Future made its
endorsement, and the editorial
staff stands by it because it
examined every last detail
Call it what you may, but we
call that journalistic integrity.

exactly what they wanted
The indulgence included the deliberate and·
immediate attention of500 citizens, 300 police officers - arresting 17 counter-protesters, some of
whom were involved in a fistfight - K-9 units, horses, helicopters, local and national media and countless readers and viewers. Orlando police spent tens
of thousands of dollars, as quoted by the Orlando
Sentinel. There w ere only 22 members of the National Socialist Movement present
Some claimed the counter-protest to be a success.
Beyond that, millions must have seen that the neo- '
Nazi movement is alive and well Some will even
join them as a result of their repeated exposure.
.Mean'YhiJ.e, precious time and resources have been
wasted
Last year, in Toledo, Ohio, members of the
National Socialist Movement caused a riot during a
protest One hundred people were arrested and 12
officers injured Fearing a similar outcome, a small
coalition in Orlando organized a campaign urging
people to ignore the rally.
Thankfully, some Central Florida residents got
the message. According to the Sentinel, "Some residents and leaders ignored the event and attended a:
memorial to Coretta Scott King in Eatonville. Organized in response to the march, the memorial to the
· wife of civil-rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King
drew more than 125 people: ' They had the right idea
perhaps the best protest would have been silence.
With no people, no police and no media, an empty
and quiet street might have made the less-thanthreatening number of activists wonder why they
even came.

M~Con attendees offer

more
than iust iokes
.
MegaCon descen~d on O~do this weekend,

IT'~

GOOD YOU
GUY!> DON'T '-IATE IDIOT~
6ECAU~E TllAT WOULD
6E ONE '-IECK 01= A
~ELI= CONl=LICT.
I

READERVIEWS
Success not limited to money
Dear Miss Delapi,
It would seem evident from your article

('"This is a woman's world") that you are the
class of person who rates success solely in
terms of dollars. While you are certainly
entitled to do so, I cannot help wondering
why people choose to do so, since they sel. dom seem happy unless they are telling
somebody else how wealthy they are. You
have upgraded your economic status, but
you seem to be lacking socially. It is time to
change gears socially. You need to leave
behind the sorts of men who are either still
transitioning to your economic level or stagnating in peasant-level squalor. The sort of
men you are seeking are not a part of your
previous level's social scene. They weren't
there before, so I do not understand why you
would suddenly expect them to b e there
now.
Did you not take a single women's studies
course at UCF? A woman d()es not identify
herself by her man, nor should a man identify himself by his woman. You identify yourself by yourself alone. Any other sort of
comparison is apples and oranges. So just be
happy, and try to make a difference. No
partnership should be based upon how well
two people's success mesh. A partner
should be selected based upon how well
they complement you, as part of the DeLapi
team versus the world.
I am a single dad. I am trying to raise my
daughters fu such a way that they will come
to the proper conclusion on their own and in
their own terms. They themselves measure
their own success in their own terins, not
the terms of the world. They do not complete themselves with a man They are
already complete, and the partner they
select forms a complete team. They should
be happy ancj. make a difference. In your

•

case,·if money makes you happy, and.you
can use it to make a difference, then you are
also successful. If you want to top it all off
with a man, make certain he is a success on
his terms and isn't looking for you to make :
him complete.
·
·
Be well,
-JARED W.FRICK

UCF UNDERGRAD AND All-AROUND ANGRY OLD CQOT.

A tad fed up with elections
I have this fantasy...
It's kind of naughty. Here goes:
I'm walking on campus. Let's say... in front
of the Student Union This pretty sorority gjrl
steps in front of me. She's wearing really shqrt .,
shorts, her hair .i s in a pony tail, and her shirt
is from one of the SGA presidential candidates.
_
We lock eyes. Have a moment. She siz~s
me up. I'm exactly what she's looking for. I
know where this is going. Everything's in slow
motion Then, she initiates it:
"Have you had a chance to vote yet?"
I smile ever so slightly before grabbing her
head and smashing it into one of the six billion
laptops on campus brought out specifically ~'
for voting. She's screaming. Microchips are
flying everywhere. Electric sparks light up the
sky. And while the other voting Nazis run over
to pull me away from her, they are overtaken
by throngs of fellow students, who are so overjoyed by my gesture of frustration that they
begin to go all French Revolution on the foot
soldiers of democracy. The Union flows red
with blood, which w orks out nicely, 'cause
those wonderful young women are right
across the street with their Blood Bus. Every- ~
body wins.
And I'm actually a member of SGA.

•

-NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

,.

TheFuture encouragescommentsfrom readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed300 wordsand must indude
full nameand phonenumber. Wemay edit for length; grammar,styleand libel. Send letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.comor fax themto 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
WORD

T H E

AROUND

CAMPUS

'What did you think of
the neo-Nazi rally?'

bringing fans of Star Wars dressed up as storm
troopers, unsightly people dressed in anime cos~
tumes and a bevy of semi-cleaned up science fiction
and fantasy actors.
Costing $22 daily or $48 for a.weekend pass, some
may yiew MegaCon as a super-geeky waste of time.
People show up, wander around and look at booths
full of mostly useless, semi-crappy relics from a zillion-and-one cult classics and buy carloads of stuff
they don't need
PLEASE SEE

OUR VIEWS ON BS

Public Relations

Psychology

"I believe in the right to march, but I
don~t agree with their cause."

Legal Studies

"Asa Jew, I felt itwas ignorant and
insulting."
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History & Anthropology

Physics

"It isa stupid and foolish endeavor
and their freetime shoul~ bespent
doing more important things."

~

"Abunch of people being collectively
useless, hanging on to an idea that
went away around a century a~o."
J

'

.
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Mass e-mails only hurt those
readers they are intended for

•

When calling someone biased, look in the mirror first

•
•

•
MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Newsroom Manager

We get a lot of e-mails sent to
the Future regarding problems
people have with the stories we
run or the opinions we publish.
Sometimes we even get e-mails
from people who ask for my
head on a stick.
It seems that someone has
been sending out a mass e-mail
to the Future asking us to with. draw our endorsement of Mark
White and Jared Stout because
they were found in minor violation for having a laptop outside
of a local bar. There was also a
message sent out over Facebook
that claims that the Future doesn't have any cojones. I like the
mass e-mail better.
Here's a big sQ.ocker for
everyone: it has been going on
for years, and everyone does it! I
had to leave two bars this week
because it was upsetting me. It
always has.
But before I go any further,
rm going to first apologize to
iny loyal readers who read my
column for some cheap laughs
and as a way to pass time in
class. I never expected any election to get as dirty as this, or
even drag me into it, but this
··year's has in both senses. I
'promise rn make it up to everyone on Thursday.
I have an interesting history
with Student Government Association and UCF in general In
1999, I became uber-involved
with campus organizations, and
I was honestly one ofthose par
pie who took everything so seriously, especially the Greek system. I took it so seriously that
my grades plummeted, and I
forgot why I came to school in
the first place
That ye~ I was appointed to
<.

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Senate, and I spent an entire day being that rm loud and out:spcr
as a senator before quitting. I
ken, that doesn't mesh well with
quit because some people made me.
I returned to school in 2003
me nauseated with their unprofessional behavior and how seri- and, shortly after, became the
ously they took themselves. I
house director at my fraternity.
Even then, I knew White merely
think it might have been a
by name. My involvement with
record for shortest term as a
my fraternity is on a professional
senator because I don't even
know ifmy paperwork was filed level at this point Heck, my clos~
est friends are former members
by the time I quit
ofPike, Lambda Chi Alpha, and
In 2000, I had a three-person
Delta Upsilon
ticket organized and poised for
White and I established a proSGA presidential election domifessional relationship when I
nance. I'm dead serious, we
would have steamrolled anyone. became the managing editor of
We had all of our paperwork in
the Future and had to cover some
order and ready to file. Then we SGA events. He called me quite
often to inform me oflegislature
dropped it in a trash can and
and events other senators were
walked away, never looking
supporting. His request$ for covback.
Why, you ask, did I give up a
erage were never self-serving,
sure thing? Because I quickly
and I found that commendable
remembered how some people
and refreshing based on my past
in SGA could throw away entire experience with SGf\.
As for Eggnatz, I have known
friendshipsandrelationships
based on self-serving purposes.
him longer than I ~ve known
White because his fraternity big
The three ofus.agreed that it
made us sick to even think about brother is one ofmy best friends.
I consider Eggnatz a friend and
what we'd have to go through.
Fast fqrward to yesterday. I
know what he is capable of
open.our Web site to pull letters doing in a leadership position,
and I don't have a bad thing to
from readers, and I had nearly
two-dozen of the same exact esay about him.
mails from different e-mail
But this is what SGA elections do best They turn people
addresses. They asked us to
withdraw our endorsement of
against each other for all the
the White/Stout ticket
wrong reasons. People whom I
At this point, I don't care if
considered friends have joined in
people believe me or not anythe personal attacks against me,
more, but I do not respond well
and it's a painful thing I have to
to personal attacks when they
deal with. Whether they want to
believe me or ifthey're standing
are based on false information
These people - although, rll by their ignorant and biased
views, I made a logical decision
point out that most ofthem
probably didn't know that their
based on all ofthe infdrmation
names were being attached to
presented to me on every candidate for my column
these e-mails - accused the
People have resorted to mudFuture ofmaking its endorsement based on my fraternity ties slinging and gossip with this
election. Lost in all ofthe childto White. Funny, I think I made
ish behavior is the great amount
this issue clear last Monday, but
I'll get a tad more detailed ifit
of students who voted
helps cure the ignorance.
Keep sending your canned
White pledged Sigma Phi
letters and keep making accusaEpsilon in 2002. I quit school in
tions against me and the hard2001 I had no tie to my fraternity working staff ofthis newspaper
between 2001and2003 other · because, in the end, words don't
than friendships. I met White
hurt us.
once when he was a pledge, and
Ashley Bums can be reached at
I was indifferent toward him
newsroom@UCFnews.com
because he was very quiet and,
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Men who attend are stereotypically the type
who haven't had a date since their senior prom
and many end up stalking unassuming women
Then there are the "lookers" who go just to watch
everyone else while laughing loudly and declaring that they are certainly not part of that group.
Yeah riglit, they so are.
On the surface, it is silly and indUlgent. Still,
there are good things about MegaCon
· Good thing No. I: Money. There are a lot of
geeks, excuse me, science fiction and fantasy
fanatics, who spend a lot of money at these conventions. Money spent drives our consumerism-

driven economy. So, in actuality, all those people
who called in sick to work Friday to attend the
first day weren't lazy; they were working for their
country,
Good thing No. 2: Geeks are good They fix
the broken computers of the world, design all
those video games no o~e else wants to admit to
playing and single-handedly fix all those boggled
pop-culture references.
Finally, good thing No. 3: It's fun It's silly,
immature and possibly a waste of time, but it's
better then reality Tv. Some·people can't relax by
jogging or gardening or reading Shakespeare.
Ifattending cons of all kinds gives them enjoyment, more power to them.

Judge for yourself what major is right for you at the sem·i-annual
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Thursday, March ·2nd, 2006
11 a.m.-2 p.m
Pegasus Ballroom, Student Union
For more information visit CSEL:
Ferrell Commons, Bldg 7G
407-823-2361
UNIVERSITY OF C ENTRAL FLORIDA
&
www.csel.ucf.edu
EXP'ER fENTI AL LEARNING
C AREER SERVI CES

•

•

•
•

Concurrent Sessions: Golden Opportunities (GO) {11 a.m.,
1 2 noon & l p.m.), Pizza and a Major (l 2 noon), Internship
& Co-op Info Session (1 1 a.m . & 1 p.m.), Transitioning to a
Sophomore Year (l 2 noon & l p.m.)
Sponsors: Wackadoo' s, Subway, Baja Burrito Kitchen ,
Toojay's, UCF Dining Services, Domino's Pizza

Get your
questions answered! ·
Earn 500 LINK

..
HOW TO PLACE AN AO

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/ classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue
9 a.m. Wed. for Thurs. i.Ssue

Phone, Fax, In Person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds • 407-447-4555

We are currently expanding our On-Line Yellow Pages program. You
have never experienced anything easier to do! If you are looking for ·
a customer care job and not sales, this opportu.nity is for you !!!
You will earn:
$9.00 per hr. PLUS Commission!!!
GREAT WORK ENVIRONMENT!! (9am - Spm, Mon. thru Fri) NO WEEKENDS!!! NO NIGHTS!!!
COLLEGE STUDENTS·WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE! .

OVER 1/3 OF OUR REPS MAKE $650 - $1,000 PER WEEK!!!
REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must possess good communication skills
and be money motivated! immediate openings'!!!!

~

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

'°ffWJ;wfltl

· • free admission
• freequarterlytickets
• college tuition assistance

Applyonlineatwetnwildorlando.com,

HUMAN RESOURCES

6200 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE • ORLANDO, Fl 32819
(407)354-2085 • FAX (407)345-1005

• referral bonuses
• flexible hours
• andmore

call our Job Lineat (407)248-1600,
Email hr@wetnwildorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY

125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 Help Wanted: Full·lime
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

(
(

B
B

B
A
A

B

400 Services
500 Announcements
600
700
800
900

NANNY WANTED·
Looking for assistance with 2 young
children . Live in preferred.
Call 407-443-6111 to discuss.

B
B
8

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp.June 10-24th
Girls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Conta,ct Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net

Alti·2 • Deland
Senior Electronic Design Engineer
BSEE & 10 Yr.s exp essential
Electronic Design Engineer·
BSEE & 5 Yrs exp
Mechanical EngineerBSEE & 3D CAD & 5 yrs exp
Engineering Techni9ian ·
5 yrs exp of board diagnostics
Entry Level Jobs Available
Competitive salary & benefits
www.alti-2.com{jobs.htm for more info,
resume@alti-2.com
MOVIE EXTRAS, ACTORS , MODELS!
Make $75-$250/day, all ages and faces
wanted! No exp. Required, FT/ PT!
800-851 -6131

Make Your Own hours
Hiring for all positions. Vacation
Register is looking for dialer$,
closers, and a receptionist. You make
your own hours and dress Is casual.
If you are looking for a fun place to
work then give Tom a call at
1-888-226-1055 or 407-809-1087.
Sitter needed immediately for 4 year old
boy in Lake Mary. 1-2 afternoons per
week. Will reimburse gas + hourly wage. ·
Call Tara 321-578-0288 or e-mail
trmonette@hotmail.com

Web Site Developer
Need some extra cash? Want to learn
holl'{ to create Web Sites the right
way? Email gatorsjdc@yahoo.com

, N
YOUTH COUNSELORS
$7.50/HOUR
MAY 22 - JULY 28
· APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE AT
CITY HALL OR ONLINE AT
WWW.CITVOFOVIEDO.NET

Auto
Trader
fired of 1Hakit1g low wages attd workittg
lottg hours? Are you 1Hot1ey 1Hotivated
but catt"t see'" to fit1d the right Job? Is
school keepittg you busy?

Get a realjob!
•Have flexible hours
•Make good money(avg. $15/hr)
•Stay close to campus
··stay in scliool.

Call 866-5·31 '- 5298
Make full-time pay working part-time hours
working less .t han a mile from school!

Come work for the nations largest New and Used
·
Car Advertisement Company!

Trader·

RateB

$6

$<)

$4

. ,$ 6

HOUSECLEANERS needed for East
Orlando residential homes. Part time and
full time available. 30-35 hours week,
$230-$250 weekly. Daytime hours. Tips
and benefits. Reliable transportation and
telephone a must. 407-823-8464

•

SwimKids USA is Now Hiring
Swim Instructors
·FT/PT, weekdays and weekends available.
·May through September.
•Only mature, professional and responsible
need apply.
·Knowledge of swim strokes and good working
with children a must.
• $13/hour and up.
apply online @

•

www.swimkidsusa.com
(407) 245·9587

•
•

~pply Today & Start Mon<Jay 03/06/06!
We are looking for motivated, friendly individuals to
join our team!
,........,..._,,__

•

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS
*NO EXPER.IEN~E l°'li lCCESARY*

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
·
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Prr housekeeper, to clean lodging rms &
guest areas. Candidate must be friendly,
reliable, and trustworthy. Must be able to
work weekend days. Religious Retreat
Center located in Oviedo. Please call,
Alison @ 407·365·5771 ext 10
Valet Attendants needed. FT/PT.
Great pay/flexible schedules.
Immediate openings.
Call 407·971·9131

Teach English
in Japan!

$}8

s12 .

Best. Part-Time Job!
For a Full-Time Student

Promo-Marketing Director for instate· and
national "Free Roll" ''Texas Hold 'Em"
Tournaments. Some exp in promo
events for Bars and Sports Clubs
helpful. Must be over 18, attractive,
outgoing and reliable. 4-5 hrs/day calling
bars and sports clubs, setting
appointments for our event managers.
Unlimited long distance and high speed
internet req. $1 O/hr guaranteed plus
commission and bonuses.
Send resume and photo (required) to
john @satellitepokerleague.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
'Ciiek on Surveys.

Rate(

TRAIN TO BE A
SWIM INSTRUCTOR

COLLEGE STUDENTS DREAM JOB!!!
Instead of bartending or waiting tables,
try working 3-4 hrs in tl:le evening & earn
up to $100 marketing high speed
internet & phone packages to
current telephone customers.
Call Chris at 407-679·0800.

$8 ·- $15 hour I Average

•

• Flexible AM & PM Schedules
• Paid training
• $7 per production hour guaranteed
• Referral Bonus
• Business Casual Envi.rorunent

•

Two Convenient Locations:
Winter Park 407-673-9700 •Orlando 407-243-9400
Restaurant

AEON is recruiting
individuals to teach
English at one of our
31 O+ schools located
throughout Japan.

~A2u.e, _

B

Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

Rate A

·Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
·Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
·Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
Also searching for office manager
FIT PIT, $8-$10/hr
Call 407-699-1992 or fax 407-699·8103
www.sharksandminnows.com

UNDER THE

Au~o

A

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record , strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407·852·1777.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

WANTED!

'i'ethiiild

B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Preschool Teacher Needed.
Christian School in Winter Park Area
PT 2-6 pm, Mon-Fri. Working with 4 yr
olds. Exp a plus. 407·678·8660

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

OTHER POSITIONS:

(

Looking for Outgoing PT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. 1.m med openings.
Apply online @ parkwayvalet.com

I

NOW HIRING
LIFEGUARDS!

100 Help Wanted: General

RATES

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: PetS
A

' WEB DEVELOPER
Expert in PHP, SOL, HTML, &
Javascript. Linux, Java, Flash exp a plus.
Send resume to stevebr@dis-corp.com

Call for an interview or just walk in!

407 .618.3000

~

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
. Age 18 +OK 800·965·6520 x 1_07.

START MAKING MONEY NOW!!!!!

684 South Highway 17-92
l.! ngwood, FL 32750 (Behind the Wendy's)

CLASSIFICATIONS

•

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members' to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

8~

Recruiting .in Atlanta
March 19
Seniors earning BA/BS
·:· Competitive Salary
·:· Housing Assistance
·:· Furnished
Apartment
Please email resume and
500-word essay ("Why I
Want to Live and Work in
Japan") by March 8 to:
aeonnyc@aeonet.com

~*)~~

•

•
•

-

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS• HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS

•

•

Apply in person daily. 2pm • 4pm:
Restaurants lo.cated in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

www.aeonet.com

•

EARN

UPTO

•>

$170./ MO.

•

donating
plasma regularly

..........................•
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New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

•

···········~················
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Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

•

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-~J~O

..
•

•
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HAIR BRAIDER$, HAIR
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WRAPPERS, & HENNA ARTISTS
FIT Pos. Avail. through Spring Break.
FT/PT through summer.407-719-0038
Appointment Setters - $12/hr. +
bonus. Door 2 Door, no selling,
casual. PT/FT. Set your own hours.
Call 877-866-0137 ext.5 407-461-7543 .

•

.._

LOF'M'S

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

•

HEALTH/MEDICAL
US GOV Patent Seeks Reps.
Toll Free 888-540-0887

•

PT or FT position avail 2 or 3 days per
week. Exp w/ lawn equip a must!
Starting at $8-8.50/hr. Flex hrs,
weekdays.
Contact Dale Sorensen at 321-948-6498.

•

Disabled female student seeks assistant
to attend class, take notes, assist w/
daily activities, & help w/ research in the
library. Starts ASAP. 20 hrs/wk. $8/hr
Approx. 9:30am-5pm M,W,F
Call Anna 407-847-0788 Purple@kua.net

•

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

•
•

Artists Wanted
to sketch portraits at local theme
park. Call 407-354-2390
apply at www.kamansart.com

•
•

Mondays and Thursdays, morning route
5:30 - 7:30 a.m. Vehicle not required.
$10+ hourly. Call 407-447-4555 x212 or
e-mail jenniferw@knightnewspapers.com

•

.. Summer Jobs
•

..

•

•
•

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

·Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
· (FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL The c~mp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext.251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251.

Leasing Consultant
Hunter's Ridge Apartments in Winter
Park, for Monday's Friday's & Saturday's,
20 hrs/wk. No exp req $8/hr + comm.
Call 407-677-7070
ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com
Child Care needed in my home. BLS or
CPR preferred. Avalon area, near UCF.
3 well behaved children 7 y.o., 5 y.o, &
1 y.o. Sat, Sun, 6am-8pm. 407-965-6292

Professional Dry Cleaner
Seeking friendly counter help in
Altamonte Springs and S. Orange
Blossom Trail locations. 248-770-4242.
Hot Dog Heaven ·
Cashiers and Hot Dog Makers .Wanted.
· Will work w/ school schedule.
5355 E. Colonial. 1/4 mile west of
Semoran Blvd (SR-436). Apply in person.
COLLEGE STUDENTS DREft,.M JOB!!!
Instead of bartending or waiting tables,
try working 3-4 hrs in the evening & earn
up to $100 marketing high speed
internet & phone packages to
current telephone customers .
Call Chris at 407-679-0800.

CPA Firm needs P/f Admin.
Asst. Flex. hours&days. $12/hr.
Previous office exp. helpful. Duties.
incl. doc scanning, filing, report prep.
e-mail resume to ajm@mixnerco.com

(i) •

~..~~'

Orpi ngton

St.

'Colonial Dr.

Amenitie~ Rents and Incentives subject to change.

•

•

•

PRICBD FROM ONLY THE $160s!
•

• 1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Condominium
Homes, all with dens

•

• Granite counters, stainless steel
appliances, hardwood floors,
OB washers and dryers,
wine ·refrigerators - STANDARD
• Minutes from the airport, downtown,
·
shopping and theme parks
• S'Wimming pool, tennis court, picnic
caban~ and dog park
· ·

•

• Gated community

•

MIRI
·
A
DA
Tfu:uv You- Ever IU1.ajilu:d! .

Mor~

•

·vul:t"' at-.

www.MirladaCondos.com
1·868-MIRIADA or 407·273·5252

•

To vl•lt~ From Orlando,
take tho E-W Expre11way
(SR 408) to emoran Blvd.
(SR 436) and proceed south
to Curry Ford Rd. Tum rl1ht
(west) then left onto Dixie
Belle Dr. to community on
the left•

.

\

•
•

•

Fully Furnished
Luxury!

,.

•
24-hour high-speed Internet
service in al/ four bedrooms

•

CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.

•

.f11!1a, Unlimited local phone service

&....&

(private line in each bedroom},
and all utilities Included/
FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

WHAT RESIDENTS

Wi-Fi Hotspots FREE!

•

SAY:

•
Movie Theater with
stadium seating

•

UNIVERSITY

"Community features
are excellent, and there
are extracurricular a~tivities going on all the
time."

"I've lived in Riverwind
for three years and it's
been a pleasure. There's
no other collegiate
complex I' rather be at."

OFCENTRAL

"Riverwind has been a
safe haven for my good
friends and I over the
past two years. Over this
t!me I've witnessed
first-hand the quick
response and caring
attitude of the management and staff.." .

·FLORIDA

"Riverwind meets all my
needs! It's near UCF, the
apartment isvery comfortable and home-like, and
the complex is·kept very
clean and up to standards.
Topping if off is areasonable rent that includes
everything, even a
24-hour courtesy guard!"

••

•

•
•

'"

...

largest

•1

Roams
&

'Living

11ww.hoardwa1kapts.nl

••

•

Areas

mfd@boar8walkapts)net

·Pool Basketball
• eated Whirlpool
·Fully Furnished.

taix ~07·38~..80t4
Lncatei/8/10 of amHe fr.am VCF

24-hour high-speed Internet
service in all four bedrooms

. . . Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedro.om),
and all utilities included!

&:&

CABLE TV programming with
68 chann~ls plus HBO.

FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

Furniture and Appliances
included in every apartment.

,,

.
I)

Wi-Fi Hotspots FREE! .

April Oastoro - "I lave how elose Boardwalk is
to sch0dl."

.,
SUPER KITCHEN • FULLY FURNISHED

~r~~i~.:.:-

Be/lrri(a Dulcip - "We looked at a lot of apartme111ts, anq t@s'e are the best looking. The fur'hitur'e tooks nice and rooms are a nice size for
~be price y0u are paying,"

Self-cleaning oven, Ice-maker refrigerator,
Microwave, Dishwasher, Utility room with full sized
washer and dryer
Alarm system & keyed deadbolts on all doors,
Full-sized bed, dresser with mirror and end table
4 Private full bathroo·ms, Computer Desk and chair

•

•
•
•

89

Own your own detailing business
for less than $112 ,
•

•

904-994-5884
800-932-1176
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

•

,
r

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL.Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.
Call
or visit www.drcle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

1..,..1 H9st0 ime
........
.

•

..

•

hosting. servers. solutions
www. HostDlme.com

-PHP/SQL developer to work on HR IS.
project pay/hourly + benefits-fie?< hrs.
-Billing Auditor internship- work in team
of 20 for a Mar/April to Aug in our server
auditing campaign. Excellent exp for
IT/Mis/Business majors. Paid~internship
no auditing exp necessar.y. Send
resumes/contact: mike.k@hostdime.com
407-756-1126 for more information
Child care every other weekend near
UCF. 7 y.o. girl 6 am-7:30 pm Sat and
Sun. F Pref. Ref. Req. CPR credentials a
plus. $9-$12/hr. Call 407-948-0365
INVENTORY TAKERS
Immediate Openings
$8.50 to $9.50 TO START
Reliable transportation/local
.
• phone, part-time. Call RGIS Inventory
•
Specialists: 407-896-5406
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Child Care in my home in

•

•

..

Gotha. Twins 2 yrs. old.
2-3 days/week. Flex. hrs. $12/hr.
Call 407-298-8579
PS2 ONLINE GAMERS
Needed for 2-hour focus group io test
new gaming product. This Tues, Feb 28
from 2-4 PM in Winter Park. $20 Cash.
Call 401-622-7774 or email
elaine@keybowl.com to sign-up

Hey, UCF Students.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lakes is offering
1, 2, and 3 BR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost.
Minutes from campus. 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
New Luxury 1/1 Condo at the Crest at
Waterford Lakes. 900 sq ft with balcony.
Near UCF. $1, 100/mo amenities
included plus 2 mo of electric and water.
W/D, cable, dsl, phone, and alarm.
Call 407-423-1400

.
,

•

..

Room for Rent in Waterford Lakes
Home. 312. $500/mo Incl. utll., cable,
wireless internet, walk in closet,
unfurnished room. Call Mark at
954-214-9390
Looking for Roommate in Tanner
Crossings. Looking for M or F, to rent out .
one bedroom in house built in 2002.
$500 includes every1hing utilities, cable,
and internet. Minutes from UCF avoid
traffic. Call 954-648-9594.

Male or Female Roommate Wanted
Room avail in 3/2 house.
$500/mo incl util, cable, and Internet. Call
407-256-8784.

INCREDIBLE INCOME

•

Make an EXTRA $500/mo - $2000/mo.
within 6 mo. to a year at your own pace.
Exe. Health Supplements. $39 distributor
kit. Call Tito 407-872-7352 or enroll at '
www.my411fe.com/tltoalva
Creating Income for College Students!
FINALLY! FREE Online Overview
Reveals 3 Simple Steps to Run an
Online Business After Class!
www.Strong-and-Healthy.com
Elite Specialized Swim Instructor
.Earn up to $50 K/ a year.' No exp.
needed will train, fee $8 K,
For details Call Mike 321 -662-6049

•
Newly Renovated Townhome for rent! ·
3 bed, 2 112 bath, 2 story, dining and
llvlng room, all appliances and washer
dryer. Winter Springs.. 407-619-7630
4/2 home In Ashlngton Park. Close to
UCF. Furnished (except for bedrooms),
2 car garage. $1700/rno.
Call (561) 312-9411
Brand new town home for rent on corner
of McCulloch and Lockwood. 1/2 mile
from UCF. 3bd/2.5ba 191 5 sq. ft. New
appliances. No ·pets. 321-689-2501
Brand New 312.5 Town Home. UCF
Area. Avail. end of Feb. All appliances
Included, large masterbedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage. Please Call 954-663~6298
New townhouse In Hawthorne Glen, 1/2
mile to UCF. 3/2.5, security system, new ·
appllances+W/D. Overlooking pool area.
1 car garage. $1800/mo. 407-375-0472

•

Let us take care ofallyour home purchase and refinance needs.
•
Michelle Harris

a

Licensed Mortgage Broker
•
' C: (407) 687·5667
F UIL LI ANCE P: (407) 542-6591
Mor1guge,Rea11y& Tide
michelle.harris@equilliance.com ·
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Monday's puzzle:
Easy level

Great Service is our Top Priority. Don't Delay, Call Today!

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avall rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
3/212 Town home. Lee Vista & 417. All
appliances and ready to move in. Avail
4/1. Master Is on lower level. $1700/mo.
Call Rene 407-383-3090
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also visit us at
w .KnightNewspapers. om/classlfleds
or II us to place an ad 407.-447-4555

Summer Sublease in 4/2 at Pegasus
Point. $400/mo. F only. Utilities
included, internet, cable, gym, and pool.
Call Joy at 954-614-8387
1 rm in a 3/3 at Pegasus Landing.· 1st/mo
free. $520/mo. All util. incl. high speed
internet, furnished, cable, etc.
Call 407-733-6689 or 321-287-5273
F wanted for 1/1 in a 3/3 at Pegasus
Landing. Incl. all util., internet, w/d,
shuttle to UCF. $535/mo. No Move In
fee. Lease ends July '06. Avail ASAP.
Call Gabi 407-398-4782
1/1 Avail. In a 313. Jefferson Lofts.
Roommates are students. $513/mo
utll. Incl., fully furnished.
Call Steve at 321-299-2944
1/1 apt. In Arbor Apts. $673/mo. Cable
& Water incl. Shuttle to UCF. Lease
ends In July. Can be renewed. Avail.
as early as March. Mins from UCF.
Call Simone at 305-527-2669
4 bed/2 bath in Pegasus Pointe
$455 a month, All utilities included.
Free shuttle to UCF, Great roommates .
Call Chris @ 407-493-0987

1, bd avail. in 41? at Pegasus
Connection. $485/mo Incl. all utilities.
Pool, volleyball els., etc. Avail May 1.
M roommates. Call 407-965-2903
leave a mess.age.
Female Roommate Wanted
1 rm avail in 412 at Jefferson Lofts.
$450/mo Incl. all utll, Internet and
cable! Avail Immediately-lease ends
7/31. Call Krystal·@ 850-519-4588

3/2 Home for Sale By Owner.
Great location for UCF and 408.
MUST SEEi Many upgrades! $249,900
For appointment, call 407-249-9390

3 Roommates Wanted for a 41212.
5 min from UCF, n/s, clean, pool, quiet
neighborhood, $425/mo, util. Incl., W/D,
wireless, cable, Aug 06-Aug 07.
Call Anthony 352-572-8074
Brand new townhouse In Avalon Parkl ·
3 bed/2.5 bath. 2 rooms 'going for $650
each, no deposit. Price includes all
utilities. Shared bath is only negative
·point! Bring your own furniture to
decorate your room! Easy access to .
every1hlngl Close to UCFI
Contact Percy@ 407-927-3913 or email
me at percykoo1@yahoo.com
F looking for nice, clean F roommate to
share 2/2 condo In Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, very sale community,
fully furn bdrm, utll, high speed Internet,
cable Incl. $500/mo. Call 407-384-6244
Graduate students preferred to share
clean 3/2 home. Two rooms available
unfurnished w/ new carpet & bathroom
fixtures, W/D, high-speed wireless
Internet. $420/month, plus 1/3 utilities.
Contact Michael at 321-946-6697
Looking for F roommate for 3 bdrm town
home In Hawthorne Glen. Walking
distance from UCF. $500/mo Including
utlls. Avail Immediately. 321-480·4456
or vega_s88@hotmall.com
2 roommates. needed In new furnished
4bd/2.5ba house. Granite counters,
stainless appl, gameroom, jacuzzi, huge
patio on lake. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedrooms not furnished/new carpet.
$625/mo + 1/3 utll. (each person)
Call 407-489-3075.
Room for Rent In 3/2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq.ft. located In Waterford Lakes Area
$515/mo Includes everything. For more
Info Call Angela 321 -662-8754
1 Room for Rent - March, 2006
VERY CLEAN Waterford Lakes Home
Quiet, Utilities Included! $500.00
'
E-mail DJ Carl at cbfw@psualum.com
bdrms avail In a private 3 bdrm home
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table. $500/mo
each, all utilities Included. Female only.
High speed Internet, cable, W/D.
15 mlns from UCF. Call 561-543-6685

Rooms for Rent In Eastwood

col:;&'!,~

Home Inspection Services
Buying a home? Selling? Don't do it
without getting a home inspection.
Home inspections are essential to
protecting your investment.
Call me for quotes: 407-342-3153 or visit:
www.oropeza-contracting-solutions.com

"Your Home Away Frorn Home"
Bubble Tea • Lanes • Hookahs • Beer &Wine • Wraps, soups, salads &more!
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Need Help?
Basic Math to Calculus.
Six years exp. Flex. Schedule. $15/hr.
For more info call 904-673-4046
BASS GUITAR LESSONS
Teaching all styles & skill levels,
affordable rates, will travel.
407-706-0252 .
·Unplanned Pregnancy?
.
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life I Fla. License #1105-002-000
. www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 666-303-1573
MATH TUTOR - Arithmetic to Calculus.
· 15 'i'R exp. teaching & tutoring. $29/hr.
(407) 399-0081
www.KevinTheMathGuy.~om

ADOPTION
Warm and Loving Couple
Hoping to Adopt a Little Miracle.
www.achlld21ove.com
Toll Free 1-888-768-4748.

Last Minute Spring Break Jamaica
3 nights from $335 each or Bahamas
from $299 each Including airfare
ReggaeJAM Tours. reggae-jam.com
(800) U-REGGAE...(800) 873-4423

$189
$239

407-482-5000 .• Behind Applebee's on University

VUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD
ACROSS
·1. Befuddlement
4. WriterPaton
8. Toil
12. Nightfall
13. Regal garb
14. Fast-food order
15. Conflict
16. Stomach
17. British title
18. Grate expectations?
20. Had as property
21 . Deficiency
23. Geologic period
25. sn1s solo
26. Countercurrent
27. Tam or beret
30. __ network
32. End in the
soup?
34. Aswan , e.g.
2

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

3

35. Film __
37. Mass booklet
38 : Belittle,
slangily
39. Bassoon,
e.g.
40 . Unsteady
44. Signs of the
future
47. Lyrical
48. Neglect
49. Vacation
spot
52. Pot for pa.,ella
53. Greek consonant
54. Conger, e.g.
55. Be abundant
56. Maddens
57. Song mule
DOWN
1. Hardly.any
2. Roe
5

6

Last issue solved
3. Popular
bloom
4. Bow
5. Legends
6. Humiliated
7. Unfamiliar
8. Hearty dish
9. Bank transaction
10. Beast

.7

12
15

Downtown 1/1 Condo. Top floor,
excellent view, 2 pools, full gym,
gated, home warranty incl., $1 OK
under appraisal, asking $185K. obo.
Call Wesley at' H&L Dfrect
407-678-9324
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership.
JUST $2500 DOWN.
NO CLOSING COST. Luxurious 1, 2,
and 3 BDR Condos. Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V. l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.8ahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKA~E PRICE!
Cancun from $499
·

25
30
34

47

2002 Ford Mustang, 18" chrome milano
rims, grill, tinted windows, warranty, A/C,
CD Player, $9,200
Call (772) 486-1310
1997 Land Rover Discovery
84K miles, double sunroofs, auto., 4WD,
green, tinted windows fully loaded.
Asking $5500 OBO. Call 407-697-4353

2004 Pontiac GrandAm GT
Red, 2DR, Leather, 6 cyl, Sunroof, XM
Radio, MP3/CD Player. Take over lease
w/ two years left. 15K miles/year.
ONLY $251 PER MONTHlll
Call Carl 407-375-7067.

Dependable coupe!
1996 Sunfire GT. A+, smooth running
sport car. Manual with power every1hing,
alloy wheels, asking $3500.
Call 863-604-4401 .

GMG TRANSPORT $50 R/T
• New express bus service to So Fl
Depart UCF campus frl 4:30 pm
Leave Miami Sun 6:00pm (also others)
(352)336-7026 www.gmgtrans.com

Illustrator Wanted
Fledgllng children's book author
looking for Illustrator. Will pay
negotiable percentage upon
publication. Contact:
AJBaker68@hotmall.cbm
Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gonel
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
LEGAL RESEARCH POSITION
Flroublo hO!Jrt, paJd training provided.
call or omni! resume 10 Edgar Vanegas

96' Geo Tracker

e<1ga111@curadebt.com

•---""'co'P'i'Wi\rrs·R----

1998 Mercury Mystique. V6 4-door 113K
miles, Automatic, 6CD, leather, cold A/C,
New tires. good condition. $2495 OBO
Call Lisa (407) 595-7723
'95 Mazda-Protege
155K miles, auto., brand new brakes,
. cold ale, power everything. Blue. $3000
OBO. Ca.II Angela (727) 543·6799 .

CHEAP COMPUTERS, $169
DELL GX110 Deaktop Computers full
ayatema: Windows, mouse, keyboard,
17" monitor, $169. Internet Ready,
Broadband ready. Just plug It In and
you're ready to go. 12 models of DELL
laptops also available, $399-$649.
All computers come with full 90 day
warranty. Cheaptronlca Depot
407-332-7476
Sleeper Couch F6r Sale. Olive green and
white tweed. Queen size. 1 YR. old,
$350. Black leather swivel recliner, $100.
Call 407-797-7737
Professional Desk (English Oak). 30"dx60"wx29"h. Printer Stand slide 14". and
storage with door; keyboard drawer,
letter size filing drawer and 2 additional
storage·drawers. Asking for $400.00/obo.
Call (407) 208·0092 If Interested.
SCOOTERS-150cc
75mpg and up to 65mph . Easy to park
anywhere. No motorcycle Ins. or helmet
req . $1700+. Dining room table + 4
chairs, $250/obo. Call 407-208-9676 or
salepblc01 @yahoo.com.

1 RM. avail. In a 4/2 home off University.
7 mins from UCF. Professional & relaxed
student wanted. $525/mo all Incl. cable,
wireless internet, w/d. 407-617-0805

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available In
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

Roommate Wanted for 413 house with
pool. 3,000 sq. ft. Beautiful property.
$379/mo + utll. Fully furnished with
wireless cable. Call 407-625-8338·or
407-282-4246. Move In Immediately.

DESIGN & PROGRAM VIDEO GAMES
Love games? Make your career about
games! Get the right degree
Free demo 407-355-4838

Ready to Buy or Sell a Home?
Let me help youl Familiar with East
Orlando, investment properties, condos,
family ,homes. Experienced, hardworking realtor. Nancy Walt, EXIT Realty
(407)765-6127 www.NancyWolt.com
NancyExitReal
yahoo.com

9

10

11

11 . Fortyniner's find
19. Distant
sun
20. Jet black
21. Magician's
tool
22. Locality
24. Nose wrinkler "
26. ''Time
Machine"
race
27. Shows
- affection
28. Worker
29. Trudge
31. Artist
•
Warhol
33. Lacerated
36. Chemical
compound
40. Whistle ,
41 . Baseless
42. Fabric nap
43. Fraud
45. Certain
arachnid
46. Athenian
vowels

~~"'-'~-I _ 4~. ·~shogun"

52

wear

55

50. Legume
51. Part of

APB

Solution and new puzzles in Thursday's classifieds

4cl; manual, Great on gas. 75K miles.
CD player with speakers $3000
Call 407-488-5477
2000 Dodge Dakota
truck cab. black. $150
Call Chris at (407) 365-4981

Golf Community I Rybolt's Preserve•
$400/mo + utll. and share bath.
$550/mo + utll. private bath.
Cell 954-436-8924

1 bd. avail at Jefferson Lofts In a 414.
Prl. bath, all utilities Included. Great
roommates. $ Olmo well worth it!
Call 207-4 -9236 today!

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

Out of Town Couple seeks 2 females to
share 3/2/2 Town home. Lee Vista & 417. Garage, W/D, and util. incl. Avail
4/1 ._$550/mo. Ciill Rene 407-383-3090

BLIMP GROUND CREW
FT permanent, or FT seasonal (JulyOct) Nationwide travel. Must be 21+,
physically fit, good driving record,
no criminal background, drug free.
Call Steve 407-363-7777

.
OPPORTUNITYI
.
· Up to 2 hrs work per day can yield up to'
$1000+ per day. You keep 100%
of profits. www.monthlycashflow101.com.

•

2 bdrms w/ ba In middle of a shared
House. Private, ideal for 2 F. Utilities
included. $350/rm. Private entrance,
full kitchen use. 5 min to UCF.
Call 407-402-2323.

F seeking F roommate to share large 3/2
apart. Private room/bath. Washer and
dryer included. $460 includes all .
Located on Dean and
Lake Underhill between UCF and
Valencia. Vicki 407-970-6559
hindologie@hotmail.com

•

•

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
unfurnished BO In 3 BRMD furnished
home on lake, 6 mins from UCF.
$500/mo Incl. utll, n/s, no pets, sec
sys, pool & tennis. 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400 .

Customer Service/Inside Sales FT.
Must be happy and intelligent.
Good communication and comp skills.
Fun pl9_ce to work. 401 K and Health
plan. Resume to 407-679-1699 or
Jobs@rewonline.com

•

•

Looking for a female roommate
$480 per month room far rent. Utilities
included. Bathroom and spacious walk in
closet. Washer and dryer in unit. Fully
lutnished. Please contact Jenny for more
details (321 )795-5659. Mu9t go ASAP!!

F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$475 including utilities.
407-243-2630 or KellyRoop@hotmail.com

Showroom Assistant. Restaurant
equipment dealership seeks. hap.py,
Intelligent person to assist customers,
operate cash register, stock shelves, etc.
Restaurant exp req. 9:00am-6pm M-F.
Fax Resume to 407-679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com ·

Ill

FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a dorm.
Mins from UCF. Ample Parking, Includes
cable, internet, appliances, utilities incl
_ up to $150. Avail Now. 321-777-8126

Roommate In Avalon Park. Looking
for M or F to rent out one bedroom in
3/2 house. Must be clean and quiet.
$500 plus share of utilities.
Call 407-443-4453.

•

•

Spacious 212 Apt w loft for Rent in
Foxhunt- $750. Clean and neat. W/D
included. Email MK21201@yahoo.com
for more inio. Avail ASAP.
212 Townhouse wlloft for rent. Avail now
in Aristotle Ave. Walk to UCF. $750/mo,
new carpet, new paint, new tile. W/D
incl. Call 407-671-1636 or 321-228-2311.

407-295-0080

•

Got A Mortgage Broker?

Thursday's puzzle:
Medium level

•

•

·Over 60 million vehicles
beautifully det~iled
without adrop of water!
·No expensive equipment
necessary!
·Cash in on waterless
technology!
·Earn $30 to $50 p~r hour
and more!

NATURA COFFEE &. TEA SUDOKU

H!B0-<!22-1004

. Sponsored by

+++ Yuko Blue~
List It Find It. Getlt.
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I POP-TARTS CRAZY GOOD TOASTER PASTRIES ®·TM. 02006 Kellogg NA Co.
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